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The prototypic hypovirus CHV-1/EP713, responsible for virulence attenuation 
(hypovirulence) of the chestnut blight fungus Cryphonectria parasitica, encodes two 
leader papain-like proteases, p29 and p48, at the N-terminus of ORF A and ORF B, 
respectively.  Protease p29 has been shown to be dispensable for hypovirus RNA 
replication, whereas protease p48 is essential for hypovirus RNA replication.  The 
p48 protein can also act in trans to complement a mutant CHV-1/EP713, p48 
deficient virus (!p48).  The !p48 mutant virus retained replication competence in the 
apparent absence of p48 following transmission to wild-type C. parasitica and 
  
successive subculturing.  It was concluded that p48 plays an essential role in the 
initiation but not the maintenance of virus RNA propagation.  Here, I report efforts to 
identify the mechanisms by which the CHV-1 p48 papain-like protease contributes to 
virus replication.  Mutational analyses of the p48 catalytic and cleavage site residues 
defined the requirements for p48/ORF B processing in vivo and revealed its 
functional importance in the context of viral replication and RNA accumulation.  In 
addition, the ability of ORF B to undergo processing through an alternative pathway 
was identified.  Mutation of either of the p48 catalytic residues eliminated the 
capability of p48 to complement the !p48 mutant virus, suggesting that these residues 
are essential for in trans rescue (Chapter 2).  Extensive deletion/addition analyses 
identified two independent but redundant p48 functional domains that are essential 
for virus replication.  The first functional domain is between amino acids Thr169-
Glu302 and the second functional domain is between amino acids 330-418.  The 
requirements for p48 function were found to be different when p48 was provided in 
trans than when provided in cis.  Whereas only one functional domain is required for 
viral replication when p48 is supplied in cis, neither functional domain alone is 
sufficient for complementation of the !p48 mutant virus (Chapter 3).  The 
information gained from these studies has significantly increased our knowledge of 
the requirements and role of p48 in hypovirus replication and provided new insights 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review  
 
1.1 Statement of Purpose 
 
 Positive-stranded RNA viruses have the ability to replicate in numerous hosts, 
including, but not limited to, fungi, plants, insects, and animals.  These viruses 
employ similar replication mechanisms, including rearrangement of host membranes 
to support viral replication, alteration of the host signaling pathways, and suppression 
or alteration of anti-viral responses.  The main difference between mycoviruses and 
viruses that infect plants and animals is that, with one exception, mycoviruses have an 
exclusively intracellular lifecycle, and members of Hypoviridae family, in particular, 
do not encode structural proteins and lack the ability to form virions. 
 Infection of the chestnut blight fungus, Cryphonectria parasitica (C. 
parasitica), with the prototypical hypovirus CHV-1/EP713, a single-strand RNA 
virus of positive polarity, results in the reduction of fungal virulence, termed 
hypovirulence, as a result of virus-mediated alterations of host-signaling pathways. 
CHV-1/EP713 has two open reading frames (ORFs), A and B, each encoding a 
papain-like leader protease at the N-terminus, that are believed to have arisen from a 
gene duplication event.   The ORF B protease, p48, has been demonstrated to be 
essential for viral replication, whereas the ORF A protease, p29, is dispensable for 
viral replication.  In addition, p48 was detected when intracellular vesicles associated 
with viral RNA were extracted from a CHV-1 infected EP155 isolate (Wang et al., 




Surprisingly, once rescued, the !p48 mutant virus continued to replicate in the 
absence of p48, suggesting a novel ‘hit and run’ mechanism. 
 The goal of this study was to investigate mechanisms by which CHV-1 p48 
papain-like protease contributes to virus replication.  Mutational analyses defined the 
requirements for p48 cleavage, previously studied only in vitro, and determined its 
functional importance in the context of viral replication, revealing a contribution to 
viral RNA accumulation and an alternative p48-processing pathway.  Extensive 
deletion/addition analyses identified two independent but redundant p48 functional 
domains required for viral replication.  In addition, requirements for p48 function 
were found to be different when p48 was provided in trans than when provided in cis.  
The information gained from these studies add to our understanding of the role of p48 
in viral replication and provide further insight into the diversity of replication 




 Viruses that infect fungi are referred to as mycoviruses and are found in all 
major fungal taxonomic groups (Buck, 1998; Hollings, 1978).  While fundamentally 
similar to viruses of plants and animals, mycoviruses do have several distinguishing 
features. Mycoviruses generally lack any extracellular routes of infection and they are 
not known to have any natural vectors (Ghabrial and Suzuki, 2009; Nuss, 2010). With 
the exception of a recently identified Gemini-like virus (Yu et al., 2013), mycovirus 
infection cannot be initiated by exposing uninfected fungal mycelia to cell extracts 




methods, hyphal anastomosis, or fusion of the hyphae, and dissemination via asexual 
fungal spores, depending upon the host.  This exclusive intracellular lifecycle is 
characterized generally by persistent infections without severe symptoms or cell death 
and, in the case of several mycovirus families, the absence of a structural protein or 
formation of distinct virions (Reviewed in Nuss, 2010).   
Mycovirology has a much more recent history than the study of animal and 
plant viruses, with the first description of a fungal virus, the agent responsible for a 
mushroom die back disease known as La France disease, appearing in 1962 (Hollings, 
1962). The application of molecular techniques over the subsequent decades has 
provided a basic understanding of the genome organizations, structures and 
replication strategies employed by mycoviruses.  These advances have contributed to 
a basic taxonomic framework that is rapidly expanding as new fungal viruses are 
identified and characterized.  A majority of mycoviruses isolated from filamentous 
fungi have RNA genomes, either single-stranded (ssRNA) or double-stranded 
(dsRNA), with 2 exceptions being a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) virus isolated 
from the aquatic fungus Rhizidiomyces (Dawe and Kuhn, 1983) and a single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA) virus isolated from Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (Yu et al., 2013).  RNA 
mycoviruses currently fall within seven primary taxonomic families: Totiviridae, 
Partitiviridae, Chrysoviridae, Reoviridae, Endornaviridae, Narnaviridae, and 
Hypoviridae (Nuss, 2010). 
 Members of the Totiviridae, Partitiviridae, Chrysoviridae and Reoviridae 
families have dsRNA genomes, form isometric particles, and viruses in related genera 




Members of the family Totiviridae form icosahedral virions approximately 33-40 
nanometers (nm) in diameter, and the genome ranges from 4.6- to 7-kbp (Figure 1.1) 
(Wickner et al., 2012).  Totiviruses have a monopartite genome that encodes a capsid 
protein and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP).  Three different strategies for 
RDRP expression have been identified: (1) through -1 ribosomal frameshifting as 
observed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae virus L-A (ScV-L-A) (Dinman et al., 1991; 
Dinman and Wickner, 1994); (2) through proteolytic processing pathways, as in 
Ustilago maydis virus H1 (Kang et al., 2001); and (3) through a termination/re-
initiation mechanism as demonstrated by Helminthosporium Victoriae Virus 190S 
(HvV190S) (Huang and Ghabrial, 1996; Huang et al., 1997).  
 Members of the family Partitiviridae form icosahedral virions 34-42 nm in 
diameter, however the genome consists of two dsRNA fragments ranging from 1.4- to 
2.3-kbp, which are individually packaged (Ghabrial and Suzuki, 2009).  One dsRNA 
encodes the capsid protein and the second encodes the RDRP, with both virions 
needing to be present to establish an infection.  Three genera of Partitiviridae have 
been identified with one infecting fungi and the other two infecting plants (Ghabrial 
et al., 2005A).  
 Members of the family Chrysoviridae form icosahedral virions 30-40 nm in 
diameter with a multipartite genome consisting of four separately encapsidated 
dsRNA fragments ranging from 2.4- to 3.6-kbp (Figure 1.1) (Ghabrial et al., 2005B).  
Of the four dsRNA fragments, two have been shown to encode the capsid and RDRP 
proteins while the functions of the proteins encoded by the other two dsRNAs have 









Figure 1.1 – Taxonomic families of select mycoviruses that are associated with 
hypovirulence of plant pathogenic fungi.  The Internation Committee on Taxonomy 
of Viruses has recently reclassified the family Hypoviridae as a positive sense ssRNA 
virus in their 2013 report.   Totiviruses, chrysoviruses and partitiviruses (not shown) 
form isometric particles 30-40 nm in diameter whereas reoviruses form isometric 
particles 80 nm in diamter.  Hypoviruses, narnaviruses, and endornaviruses (not 






 Members of the family Reoviridae that infect fungi are organized within the 
genus Mycoreovirus (Mertens et al., 2005).  Members of the mycoreovirus genus 
have a spherical double-shelled capsid, ~80 nm in diameter (Figure 1.1) and the 
genome consists of either 11 (group 1) or 12 (group 2) dsRNA segments ranging from 
732 to 4127 base pairs (bp), that are numbered in order of decreasing bp size.  Group 
1 mycoreoviruses have been shown encode an RDRP (segment 1), a structural protein 
(segment 2), and a guanylyltransferase capping enzyme (segment 3) (Supyani et al., 
2007; Attoui et al., 2012). 
 Members of the family Endornaviridae have a dsRNA genome ranging from 
13.5- to 17.6-kbp, however, endornaviruses do not encode a coat protein and do not 
form true virions (Fukuhara and Gibbs, 2012).  Although endornaviruses have a 
dsRNA genome, RDRP analysis indicates that they are phylogenetically related to 
viruses of the alpha-like super group (Gibbs et al., 2000). 
 Members of the families Narnaviridae and Hypoviridae have ssRNA genomes 
of positive polarity and do not encode structural proteins; consequently, infections by 
these viruses lack the presence of virions (Figure 1.1) (Ghabrial and Suzuki, 2009).  
The family Narnaviridae is comprised of the genus Narnavirus and the genus 
Mitovirus.  The genomes of mitoviruses range from 2.3- to 2.7- kb and encode a 
single protein containing RDRP motifs, and it is believed that the viruses exist as an 
RNA-RDRP nucleoprotein complex (Ghabrial and Suzuki, 2009).  Mitoviruses are 
associated with mitochondria of filamentous fungi, and the coding strand utilizes 
mitochondrial codons (Polashock and Hillman, 1994; Polashock et al., 1997; Hillman 




size, lack a poly(A) tail at the 3’ end and it is unknown whether the 5’ end is capped.  
Narnaviruses encode a single protein of 91 kilodaltons (kDa) that is believed to be an 
RDRP and not to undergo proteolytic processing.  Unlike mitoviruses, narnavirus 
replication is not associated with the mitochondria (Hillman and Esteban, 2012). 
 Members of the family Hypoviridae infect only the chestnut blight fungus 
Cryphonectria parasitica and are phylogenetically related to the plant potyviruses 
(Koonin et al., 1991; Nuss, 2005).  Hypoviruses have a monopartite genome 
consisting of one (species CHV-3 and CHV-4) or two (species CHV-1 and CHV-2) 
open-reading frames (ORFs) of 9- to 12.7-kb in length (Paul and Fulbright, 1988; 
Shapira et al., 1991; Choi and Nuss, 1992; Hillman et al., 2000; Linder-Basso et al., 
2005) and will be described in greater detail later in this chapter. 
 
Origins of Mycoviruses 
 
 The limitations in mycovirus transmission and host range complicate our 
understanding of how viruses adapted to fungi as hosts, however two main 
hypotheses have been proposed.  The first is the ancestral coevolution hypothesis, 
which proposes that mycoviruses are ancient RNAs from an unknown source and 
have co-evolved along with their hosts.  The second is the plant virus hypothesis, 
which proposes that viruses have moved from a plant host to the fungal host, or that 
viruses have moved between fungi and plant hosts (Koonin et al., 1991; Pearson et 
al., 2009). 
 The ancestral co-evolution hypothesis is based on the theory that since 
mycovirus transmission is limited by an intracellular lifecycle, horizontal movement 




the fungal host and virus is believed to be ancient (Buck, 1998).  This hypothesis is 
supported by the fact that some mycoviruses use mitochondrial genetic translation 
codes (Huang et al., 1997) and may account for why many mycovirus infections 
result in asymptomatic phenotypes (Pearson et al., 2009).   
 The plant virus hypothesis is mainly supported by sequence comparisons 
between mycoviruses and plant viruses.  For example, members of the family 
Hypoviridae, CHV-1, CHV-2, CHV-3, and CHV-4 have been shown to have genome 
organization and sequence similarities with members of the plant-infecting 
Potyviridae (Koonin et al., 1991; Linder-Basso et al., 2005).  Furthermore, viruses of 
the plant pathogenic fungi Sclerotina sclerotorium (Xie et al., 2006) and Botrytis 
cinerea (Howitt et al., 2006) are members of the family Alphaflexiviridae and are 
related to members of plant viruses belonging to the genus’ Potexvirus and 
Mandarivirus  (Adams et al., 2012).   
 The mostly likely explanation is that mycoviruses have emerged from a 
combination of both the ancient co-evolution and the plant virus hypotheses (Pearson 
et al., 2009). 
 
Mycovirus-mediated modification of fungal-plant interactions 
 Much of the recent interest in mycoviruses stems from reports of their ability 
to modulate the interactions between fungi and plants.  These reports primarily 
involve hypovirulence, or virulence attenuation, of plant pathogenic fungi, but the 
recent report of a mycovirus as one component of a three-way mutualistic symbiotic 
relationship suggests that mycoviruses may play a much greater role in modulating 




geothermal soils in Yellowstone National Park, was shown to be colonized by an 
endophytic fungus, Curvularia protuberata, allowing both organisms to grow at high 
soil temperatures. C. protuberata was shown to harbor a dsRNA virus, termed 
Curvularia thermal tolerance virus (CThTV), and when the fungal host was cured of 
the virus, the fungus no longer conferred thermo-tolerance to the host plant.  
However, once the virus was reintroduced to C. protuberata, thermotolerance was 
restored.  To confirm the ability of CThTV/C. protuberata to provide thermo-
tolerance, Solanum lycoperiscon (tomato) was inoculated with CThTV-infected C. 
protuberate which resulted in S. lycoperison displaying thermo-tolerance (Márquez et 
al., 2007, Morsy et al., 2011; Roossinck 2011).  Recent surveys suggest that 
mycovirus infections of endophytic fungi are a common occurrence (Herrero et al., 
2009; Feldman et al., 2012). 
 Given that mycovirus infections are generally asymptomatic, it is notable that 
the overwhelming majority of reports of mycovirus-mediated symptom expression 
involve plant pathogenic fungi. It is unclear whether this apparent bias is (i) because 
viruses of plant pathogenic fungi are more apt to cause overt symptoms, (ii) plant 
pathogenic fungi are more intensively studied due to their economic importance, (iii) 
symptoms such as reduced virulence attract more attention due to potential for 
practical applications such as biological control; or a combination of the above.   The 
list of examples of mycovirus-mediated virulence-attenuation continues to grow at a 
rapid pace and extends to a broad taxonomic range of pathogenic fungi including 
Botrytis cinerea (Grey mold disease), Fusarium graminearum (Scab disease of small 




(rice blast), Ophiostoma ulmi (Dutch Elm disease), Rhizoctonia solain (cosmopolitan 
soil pathogen), Rosellinia necatrix (White Root Rot), and Sclerotinia honoeocarpa 
(Dollar Spot disease) (Reviewed in Pearson et al., 2009; Suzuki and Ghabrial, 2009; 
Nuss, 2010).   
 Hypovirus-mediated virulence-attenuation of the chestnut blight fungus 
Cryphonectria parasitica is the best characterized example of mycovirus-mediated 
hypovirulence.  This is partly due to the fact that C. parasitica was one of the first 
fungal pathogens for which the phenomenon of transmissible hypovirulence was 
described (Reviewed in Anagnostkis, 1982), but primarily due to the development of 
the first mycovirus reverse genetics system as well as genetic and genomic advances 
for the fungal host (Reviewed in Nuss, 2010; Dawe and Nuss, 2013).  
 
1.3 Chestnut Blight and Hypovirulence  
 Cryphonectria parasitica, the causative agent of chestnut blight, is a 
filamentous fungus of the phylum Ascomycota and is responsible for the decimation 
of the American and European chestnut trees (Castanea dentate and Castanea sativa 
respectively).  C. parasitica originated in Asia and was introduced separately into 
North America at the turn of the 20
th
 century and Europe in the 1930s.  By the 1950s, 
approximately 9 million acres of American chestnut trees in the United States had 
been destroyed (Anagnostakis, 1982). C. parasitica infects chestnut trees through 
open wounds in the bark of the tree or at broken branches.  Through these wounds, 
the fungus penetrates into the cambium layer, growing out from its point of origin, 
eventually girdling the tree or limb resulting in loss of nutrient flow and dieback in 




















Figure 1.2 – Diagram of virulent and hypovirulent C. parasitica cankers.  (A and B) 
Virulent C. parasitica penetrates into the cambium layer of the host chestnut tree, 
growing out from the point of origin, eventually girdling the tree or limb.  Eventually 
water and nutrient flow are shutoff and the tree begins to die. (C) Hypovirulent C. 
parasitica is restricted to the outer layer of the bark, thus allowing the host tree to 





parasitica cankers appear as sunken, slightly orange, localized dead areas in the bark 
of the host chestnut tree (Anagnostakis, 1982).  Neither the American nor the 
European chestnut has shown any type of genetic resistance to the fungus.  The only 
identified line of defense that non-resistant chestnut trees possess is the ability to 
produce lignified zones consisting of wound periderm and callus tissue; however, C. 
parasitica can readily penetrate these tissues, resulting in the formation of a fungal 
canker (Anagnostakis, 1982).   
 Hypovirulence was discovered in Europe during the second half of the 20
th
 
century.  In the 1950s, Antonio Biraghi, an Italian plant pathologist, first noticed that 
some European chestnut trees started to recover from blight, and that the expansion of 
C. parasitica on the tree was restricted to the outer layer of the bark (Anagnostakis, 
1982).  Then, in the early 1960s Jean Grente isolated C. parasitica from healing 
cankers on trees, and observed that the fungus displayed a reduced virulence 
phenotype.  Grente also demonstrated that inoculating virulent cankers with the 
reduced-virulence fungal strain caused the virulent C. parasitica isolate in the canker 
to become less virulent and halted further expansion of the canker.  Grente termed 
this phenomenon transmissible hypovirulence (Anagnostakis, 1982).   
Moffit and Lister (1975) as well as Day et al. (1977), showed that 
hypovirulence was associated with the presence of dsRNA in the cytoplasm of C. 
parasitica, a general hallmark of RNA virus infection.  However, attempts to isolate 
virus-like particles were unsuccessful.  It was shown, though, that the dsRNA in 
hypovirulent strains was strictly associated with irregularly shaped pleiomorphic 




These findings were further supported by studies of cellular ultrastructures 
(Newhouse et al., 1983; Newhouse et al., 1990; Newhouse and MacDonald, 1991) 
and biochemical studies that showed the pleiomorphic membrane vesicles were 
associated with dsRNA and contained RDRP activity (Hansen et al., 1985 and 
Fahima et al., 1993). 
 Despite the absence of identifiable virus-like particles, the dsRNA associated 
with the hypovirulence phenotype was thought to be of viral origin.  In an effort to 
gain insight into the molecular features of the hypovirulence-associated dsRNA, the 
terminal ends were sequenced. The CHV-1 dsRNA 3!-terminus was found to contain 
a ~40 nucleotide stretch of polyadenylic acid (poly A) that was base paired to 
polyuridylic acid (poly U) at the 5!-terminus of the complementary strand (Hiremath 
et al., 1986; Tartaglia et al., 1986).  Further analysis of the viral dsRNA determined 
that only the polyadenylated strand contained open reading frames.  Furthermore, the 
5’ end of the plus-strand RNA was shown to contain a non-coding leader sequence of 
495 nucleotides, followed by an open reading frame (Rae et al., 1989). These studies 
helped to elucidate the genome organization and expression strategy of the prototypic 
hypovirulence-associated CHV-1 isolate, designated CHV-1/EP713.   
 
Hypovirus genome organization and basic expression strategy 
 Hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 was fully sequenced and the genome was 
determined to be 12.7- kb and encode two large contiguous open reading frames, 
designated ORF A and ORF B.  The two ORFs were determined to be separated by 
an UAAUG stop/go pentanucleotide, in which the UAA was shown to serve as a stop 




(Figure 1.3) (Shapira and Nuss, 1991; Shapira et al., 1991A).  Processing of the 
CHV-1/EP713 ORF A and ORF B proteins was shown to involve autoproteolytic-
processing events.  ORF A encodes two polypeptides, p29 and p40, which are derived 
from an ORF A-encoded polyprotein, p69, as a result of autocatalytic cleavage by a 
papain-like protease domain located in p29.  Through a series of in vitro studies, the 
essential catalytic residues of the p29 protease domain were mapped to amino acids 
(aa) Cys162 and His215, and the p29/p40 cleavage dipeptide was identified as 
Gly248 and Gly249 (Figure 1.4A) (Choi, Pawlyk, and Nuss, 1991; Choi, Shapira, and 
Nuss, 1991). 
 The N-terminus of ORF B also encodes a papain-like protease, p48, that is 
autocatalytically cleaved from the ORF B-encoded polyprotein (Shapira et al., 
1991A).  The essential catalytic p48 protease residues were also mapped by in vitro 
studies to include aa Cys341 and His388 and the p48/ORF B cleavage dipeptide was 
identified as aa Gly418 and Ala419 (Figure 1.4B) (Shapira and Nuss, 1991).   It was 
predicted that p29 and p48 have evolved by an intragenomic duplication event, 
followed by subsequent divergence possibly due to the functional diversification of 
the two proteases (Koonin et al., 1991).  The remainder of ORF B contains RDRP and 
helicase domains, although the processing pathway has not been fully elucidated.   
 
Hypovirus reverse genetics.  
 In 1992, using a reverse genetics approach, Choi and Nuss demonstrated a 
causative relationship between the hypovirulent-associated dsRNAs and 
hypovirulence.  A full-length cDNA clone copied from the largest viral RNA in the 














Figure 1.3 – The CHV-1/EP713 genome.   CHV-1 viruses contain two open reading 
frames, ORF A and ORF B, separated by a stop/go frameshift where the 
pentanucleotide sequence UAA serves as the stop codon for ORF A and AUG serves 
as the start codon for ORF B.  ORF A encodes two mature viral proteins, p29 and 
p40.  The precursor, p69, is autocatalytically processed by p29.  The only identified 
protein from ORF B is protease p48 that autocatalytically releases itself from the N 
terminal part of the ORF B encoded polypeptide.  In addition, conserved RDRP and 






























Figure 1.4 – Autoproteolytic activity of p29 and p48 proteins.  (A) In vitro translation 
of CHV-1 ORF A p29 mutants.  Mutation of Cys162 or His215 to serine resulted in 
the inability of protease p29 to autocatalytically process the p69 precursor into mature 
proteins p29 and p40 (Borrowed from Choi, Pawlyk, and Nuss, 1991). (B) In vitro 
translation of amino acids Met118 to Pro879 of CHV-1 ORF B.  Mutation of Cys341 
or His388 to serine resulted in the loss of p48 autocatalytic processing ability 




1/EP713) was constructed and transformed into C. parasitica isolate EP155, a 
dsRNA-free strain with normal virulence (Figure 1.5).  As shown by Choi and Nuss, 
integration of the virus-derived cDNA into the C. parasitica EP155 genome resulted 
in hypovirulence of the transformed fungi. 
 The fungal strains containing the integrated virus-derived cDNA produced 
viral RNA that was free of any sequences from the vector used in the transformation. 
The viral RNA replicated in the cytoplasm and the extracted dsRNA was determined 
to be the same size as that of the hypovirulence-associated dsRNAs (Chen, Craven, et 
al., 1994). These results demonstrated that the hypovirulence-associated dsRNA was 
the causative agent of C. parasitica hypovirulence.  Furthermore, the strains 
transformed with viral cDNA displayed the novel ability to transfer fungal 
hypovirulence through ascospores.  Ascospores, which result from a sexual cross, 
normally exclude hypovirus RNA; however, in the transformed strain, the 
chromosomally-integrated hypovirus cDNA was transmitted to ascospore progeny in 
which the hypoviral RNA was then expressed (Chen et al., 1993).  
 It was subsequently demonstrated that hypovirulence could be induced by 
transfecting C. parasitica spheroplasts with synthetic in vitro-generated RNA 
transcripts corresponding to the viral RNA coding strand (Figure 1.5) (Chen et al., 
1994).  This observation indicated that CHV-1/EP713 is a single-stranded positive-
sense RNA virus and not a double-stranded RNA virus.  The development of both the 
transformation and transfection protocols allowed for the completion of Koch’s 
postulates, demonstrating that hypoviruses are responsible for hypovirulence (Dawe 





Figure 1.5 – C. parasitica hypovirus reverse genetics system.  This figure highlights 
the basic transformation (left) and transfection (right) pathways of introducing the 
CHV-1 viral RNA into C. parasitica.  For both protocols, the cell wall is removed 
from virus-free C. parasitica to produce spheroplasts.  To generate a transformant 
strain, a plasmid containing a full-length hypovirus cDNA copy or a cDNA copy of a 
protein of interest, is introduced into the spheroplasts by DNA-mediated 
transformation.  The cDNA transformation vector is fused downstream of the C. 
parasitica glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) promoter and upstream 
of the GPD terminator.  The transformation plasmid also contains the Escherichia 
coli hygromycin B phosphotransferase gene as a selectable marker.  The 
transformants containing a chromosomally integrated copy of the cDNA are selected 
following cell-wall regeneration and maintained on Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) in 
the presence of 40 µg ml
-1




cytoplasmically-replicating ssRNA or express the protein of interest corresponding to 
the integrated cDNA.  The hypovirus transfection system uses synthetic RNA 
transcripts derived from a plasmid containing a cDNA copy of the CHV-1/EP713 
genome synthesized in a T7-polymerase-dependent cell-free transcription reaction.  
The synthetic RNA transcripts are introduced into spheroplasts through 
electroporation.  As the C. parasitica hyphal structures are regenerated from the 
transfected spheroplasts, they fuse at a high frequency, resulting in a fungal colony 
connected through a cytoplasmic network.  The replicating hypovirus RNA will then 
migrate throughout the colony, and a portion of the resulting infected mycelia is 






 The virus-like genome organization determined for hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 
and development of the full length viral cDNA clone led the International Committee 
on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) to establish a new family, Hypoviridae, the first for 
a group of viruses that does not encode a coat protein or form virions (Hillman et al., 
1995). The Hypovirdae were initially grouped with the dsRNA virus families because 
of the early characterization of the replicative form dsRNAs isolated from 
hypovirulent C. parasitica strains.  This has been rectified in the 9
th
 ICTV report 
(Nuss and Hillman, 2012) where the Hypoviridae were grouped with the single-
stranded positive-sense viruses consistent with the demonstration that the coding-
strand transcript can initiate an infection when introduced into C. parasitica 
spheroplasts (Chen, Choi, and Nuss, 1994).  
 The family Hypoviridae currently contains a single genus consisting of four 
species, CHV-1, CHV-2, CHV-3, CHV-4, distinguished by differences in genome 
structure and sequence relatedness. The genome of each species contains one (CHV-
3, CHV-4) or two (CHV-1, CHV-2) ORFs (Figure 1.6) (Nuss and Hillman, 2012).  
Complete nucleotide sequences have been reported for six members of the 
Hypoviridae family.  Among the four species, CHV-1 is more closely related to 
CHV-2, and CHV-3 is more closely related to CHV-4, with isolates from these 
species sharing ~60% and ~50% amino acid sequence identity, respectively.  The 
genome of CHV-1 is 12.7- kb in size and contains two ORFs separated by a UAAUG 
translation stop/go pentanucleotide (Shapira et al., 1991A; Chen and Nuss, 1999; Lin 







Figure 1.6 – Genome organization of Cryphonectria parasitica hypoviruses.  Four 
CHV species have been isolated and identified.  CHV-1 and CHV-2 contain two 
ORFs separated by a stop/go re-initiation frameshift pentanucleotide, while CHV-3 
and CHV-4 viruses are monocistronic.  Arrows indicate the cleavage sites of cis-
acting viral proteases and abbreviations designate the following: UGT – UDP-
glucose/sterol glucosyltransferase domain, Pol – RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 




to that of the CHV-1 genome, except that CHV-2 ORF A encodes a single protein 
(p50) instead of two separate proteins (p29 and p40); p50 lacks sites for protease 
catalysis and cleavage that are present in p29 and p40 of CHV-1.  ORF B in CHV-1 
and CHV-2 is organized similarly, with CHV-1 and CHV-2 sharing a leader protease 
at the N-terminus and possessing conserved RDRP and helicase domains (Dawe and 
Nuss, 2013).  CHV-1 infection results in a white colony phenotype, whereas CHV-2 
infection results in an orange-brown phenotype, although both viruses reduce fungal 
virulence.   
 Members of CHV-3 and CHV-4 have genome sizes of 9.8 and 9.1 kb, 
respectively.  Both CHV-3 and CHV-4 isolates contain a papain-like protease domain 
at the N-terminus that is similar to p29 of CHV-1; however, protease activity has only 
been confirmed for the CHV-3 protease (Smart et al., 1999; Linder-Basso et al., 
2005).  Unlike the CHV-1 and CHV-2 viruses, CHV-3 and CHV-4 contain a UDP-
glucose/sterol glucosyltransferase (UGT) domain whose function is currently 
undefined (Linder-Basso et al., 2005).  The CHV-3/GH2 viral isolate does induce 
hypovirulence, but does not reduce fungal sporulation, pigmentation, or laccase 
activity to the same extent as CHV-1 and CHV-2 (Smart et al., 1999); CHV-4 
infection has little effect on fungal pigmentation and does not appear to reduce fungal 
virulence (Linder-Basso et al., 2005). 
 The RDRP domains of CHV-3 and CHV-4 are more closely related to the 
RDRP of a mycovirus isolated from Fusarium graminicola than to the RDRP of 
either CHV-1 or CHV-2.  Comparison of genome size and the presence/absence of 




the CHV-3 and CHV-4 lineage was not a recent event (Linder-Basso et al., 2005).  
Interestingly, CHV-2, CHV-3, and CHV-4 were all originally isolated from North 
American C. parasitica strains, whereas CHV-1 is the predominant species in Europe 
and Asia.  Despite multiple releases of European CHV-1 isolates throughout North 
America, it is rarely found circulating in this region. 
 Four viruses related to hypovirus species CHV-3 and CHV-4 were recently 
described.  These include Sclerotinia sclerotiorium hypovirus 1 (SsHV1) (Xie et al., 
2011); Fusarium gramminearum hypovirus 1 (FgHV1) (Wang et al., 2013); 
Phomopsis longicolla hypovirus 1 (PlHV1) (Koloniuk et al., 2014) and Valsa 
ceratosperma hypovirus 1 (VcHV1) (Yaegashi et al., 2012).  In this regard, 
Phomopsis longicolla, Valsa ceratosperma and C. parastica are all classified within 
the order Diaporthales, but within three different genera.  Sasaki et al., (2002) 
previously reported that Valsa ceratosperma and Phomopsis G-type can support 
replication of hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 introduced by biolistic delivery of the full-
length viral cDNA.  Based on the recent spate of reports of hypovirus-related 
mycoviruses, the current structure of the family Hypoviridae is likely to be revised in 
the near future.  
 
 Symptoms associated with hypovirus infections 
 Hypovirus infection results in a range of phenotypic changes in addition to 
reduced fungal virulence.  These can include altered colony morphology, loss of 
pigment production, loss of female fertility and reduced asexual sporulation (Figure 
1.7) (Reviewed by Dawe and Nuss, 2013). The association between these persistent 

























Figure 1.7 – Colony morphology of virus free and CHV-1 infected C. parasitica.  
Strain EP155 (left) is uninfected and displays a faster growth rate and orange 
pigmentation.  EP155 isolates infected with hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 (right) display a 
decrease in growth rate, pigmentation and sporulation compared to uninfected 
isolates. 




pathways has been reviewed extensively (Dawe and Nuss, 2001; Nuss, 2005; Nuss, 
2010; Dawe and Nuss, 2013) and include G-protein signaling and the 
calcium/calmodulin/inositol triphosphate-dependent and the mitogen-activated 
protein kinase signaling cascades.  The results of transcriptional profiling analyses 
indicated that hypovirus infection results in a persistent reprogramming of the C. 
parasitica transcriptome.  Comparative studies have confirmed that a good portion of 
this reprogramming is due to virus-mediated alterations in G-protein signaling.  It is 
anticipated that the completion of the C. parasitica draft genome sequence 
(http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Crypa2/Crypa2.home.html) combined with advances in 
deep sequencing technology will allow for more defined studies of the effect of 
hypovirus infection of host gene expression and the relation of those changes to virus-
mediated symptom expression. 
 
1.4 C. parasitica Anti-viral Defense Response 
 
 Fungi, like plants and animals, have evolved anti-viral defense mechanisms in 
response to viral infections.  The innate immune response resulting in the production 
of interferon predominates in animals (Fensterl and Sen, 2009) and plants mainly rely 
on the RNA silencing response pathways as a viral defense mechanism (Ding, 2010).  
Two separate anti-viral defense mechanisms have been identified in C. parasitica: an 








Induction of the host RNA silencing pathway 
 RNA silencing, or RNA-mediated sequence-specific suppression of gene 
expression, has previously been described as post-transcriptional gene silencing in 
plants (Lindbo et al., 1993; Kumagai et al., 1995; English et al., 1996; Goodwin et al., 
1996), RNA interference (RNAi) in animals (Fire et al., 1998), and quelling in fungi 
(Cogoni and Macino, 1997; Reviewed in Fulci and Macino, 2007).  The mechanisms 
underlying RNA silencing in fungi have been identified primarily through studies 
with Neurospora crassa (Cogoni and Macino, 1997; Shiu and Metzenberg, 2002; 
Maiti et al., 2007).  It is currently believed that RNA silencing in fungi evolved as an 
ancient defense mechanism against invasive nucleic acids and viruses, since 
microRNAs, which are involved in development and cellular regulation in plants and 
animals, have not been detected in fungi (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006; 
Nakayskiki et al., 2006).  Further evidence that supports RNA silencing evolving as a 
defense mechanism in fungi is that transposon-silencing has been reported in N. 
crassa (Nolan et al., 2005) and viral RNA silencing has been reported in C. parasitica 
(Segers et al., 2007; Zhang and Nuss 2008). 
 Evidence supporting the role of RNA silencing in C. parasitica as an anti-
viral defense response comes from studies in which components of the RNA silencing 
pathway, Dicer and Argonaute, were disrupted resulting in an increased susceptibility 
to mycovirus infection (Segers et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009).  The current view is that 
the roles of the components (i.e. Dicer and Argonaute) in RNA silencing are mostly 
conserved between fungi, plants, and animals.  These include recognition of viral 




virus-derived RNAs of 21-24 nucleotides (vsRNAs) by Dicer, through an associated 
RNaseIII activity.  The vsRNAs are subsequently transferred to the Argonaute protein 
and incorporated into an effector complex known as the RNA Induced Silencing 
Complex (RISC), where one strand of the vsRNA is removed.  The remaining strand 
guides RISC to viral RNA that shares sequence identity to the vsRNA, which is then 
cleaved by the Argonaute associated RNase H-like activity (Reviewed in Ding, 
2010). 
 C. parasitica encodes two Dicer genes and four Argonaute genes, but only 
Dicer gene dcl2 and Argonaute gene agl2 are required for the antiviral defense 
response (Segers et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009).  Disruption of Dicer genes, dcl1 or 
dcl2, or Argonaute genes, agl1, agl2, agl3, or agl4, resulted in no observable 
phenotypic changes in the absence of virus infection.  When hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 
was introduced, the dcl2 mutant strain ("dcl2) and the agl2 mutant strain ("agl2) 
became severely debilitated.  Additionally, viral RNA accumulation, specifically viral 
positive-sense single-strand RNA was significantly increased (Figure 1.8) and 
production of hypovirus-derived vsRNA was shown to be dependent on dcl2 and 
independent of dcl1 (Zhang et al., 2008). 
 Examination of transcript expression levels of C. parasitica strain EP155 
infected with either CHV-1/EP713 or mycoreovirus MyRV1-9B21 indicates that both 
dcl2 and agl2 are induced during viral infection.  During mycovirus infection, dcl2 
transcript accumulation is increased 10-15 fold and agl2 transcript accumulation is 
increased 2-4 fold, however, agl2 was found to be required for dcl2 transcript 








Figure 1.8 – Dicer gene dcl2 and Argonaute gene agl2 contributes to hypovirus 
recombination and reduction in positive-sense single-strand RNA accumulation. 
Disruption of the C. parasitica RNA silencing pathway results in an increase in 
positive-sense single-strand RNA and loss of viral recombination.   Agarose (1%) gel 
analysis of total RNA isolated from virus-free WT strain EP155 (lane 1); CHV-
1/EP713-infected strain EP155 (lane 2); CHV-1/EP713-infected !agl1 mutant strain 
(lane 3); CHV-1/EP713-infected !agl2 mutant strain (lane 4); CHV-1/EP713-
infected !dcl2 mutant strain (lane 5).  DI RNA band in lanes 1 and 2 indicate 
defective interfering viral RNA generated as a result of internal deletions from full 
length CHV-1.  The asterisks indicate the migration positions of C. parasitica 




 The RNA silencing pathway has also been shown to contribute to viral RNA 
recombination.  During CHV-1 infection of wild-type (WT) C. parasitica, viral-
derived defective interfering (DI) RNAs are generated at high frequencies.  However, 
DI RNAs failed to form during CHV-1/EP713 infection of either "dcl2 or "agl2 
strains, but reappeared when the virus was transferred to C. parasitica strain EP155 
through anastomosis (Figure 1.7) (Zhang and Nuss, 2008; Sun et al., 2009).  Further 
evidence that the RNA silencing pathway is involved in viral RNA recombination 
was demonstrated when testing the stability of non-viral nucleotide sequences 
inserted into the CHV-1 genome.  It was previously observed that when strain EP155 
was infected with CHV-1/EP713 –based vector viruses containing the enhanced green 
fluorescence protein (eGFP) coding domain, eGFP expression disappeared within two 
colony transfers (Suzuki et al., 2000).  However, when the CHV-1/eGFP virus was 
introduced into either the "dcl2 or "agl2 mutant strains, eGFP expression and vector 
virus stability were retained for prolonged culturing and transfers (Zhang et al., 2008; 
Sun et al., 2009).  The "dcl2 strain has recently become an important experimental 
tool due to the discovery of decreased viral RNA recombination and increased 
accumulation of viral RNA and proteins as described in subsequent chapters. 
 
Viral suppression of the host RNA silencing pathway 
 In response to the host anti-viral RNA silencing response, animal, plant and 
fungal viruses have evolved the ability to suppress the host response.  Plant viruses 
have evolved many different mechanisms to suppress the host RNA silencing, 
including binding to vsRNAs, preventing RISC assembly, and degrading host 




 The CHV-1 p29 protein has been demonstrated to suppress RNA silencing in 
C. parasitica and in Nicotiana benthamiana (Segers et al., 2006).  During CHV-1 
infection, dcl2 transcript levels increase approximately 10- to 15-fold, however, dcl2 
transcript accumulation increased by 30- to 40-fold in response to infection by a 
CHV-1/EP713 virus lacking p29 (!p29) (Sun et al., 2009).  Accumulation of agl2 
transcript levels increased over 14-fold during !p29 infection compared to 
approximately 2-fold increase observed during CHV-1/EP713 infection.  The 
difference observed in agl2 transcript accumulation levels was determined to be 
dependent on the agl2 promoter region.  Additionally, agl2 was found to be required 
for dcl2 transcript induction in response to virus infection.  The current belief is that 
during CHV-1 infection, p29 suppresses the host RNA silencing pathway by 
suppressing transcriptional activation of the anti-viral defense response (Sun et al., 
2009).  Currently, no additional CHV-1 viral proteins have been shown to be 
suppressors of RNA silencing. 
 
Host restriction of hypovirus transmission 
 In addition to the RNA silencing anti-viral response, fungi have the ability to 
restrict virus transmission at a population level through vegetative incompatibility 
(vic) non-self recognition systems (Caten, 1972; Anagnostakis, 1982B; Anagnostakis, 
1982C).  The ability of C. parasitica to restrict transmission of virulence-attenuating 
mycoviruses from one strain to another through anastomosis, fusion of the hyphae, 
when the two strains were vegetatively incompatible was first reported in 1982 
(Anagnostakis, 1982).  The incompatible reaction between fungal strains results in 




cytoplasmic mixing and restricts virus transmission. Studies of field isolates have 
shown that in C. parasitica populations in regions of Europe where vic diversity is 
generally low, hypovirulence spreads naturally; however, in North America, where 
vic diversity is high, hypovirulence spread is limited, and efforts to artificially 
introduce hypovirulence have been largely unsuccessful (Anagnostakis, 1982A; 
Milgroom and Cortesi, 2004). 
 Genetic analysis has revealed that the vegetative incompatibility interaction is 
triggered by allelic differences at vic genetic loci.  Identified non-self recognition 
interactions that have been characterized in N. crassa and Podospora anseria involve 
proteins that share a common domain of approximately 150 aa, termed a HET 
domain.  In most instances the HET domain gene products interact with a non-HET 
domain protein in non-allelic interactions that trigger PCD, leading to the formation 
of a line of dead cells (barrage) at the zone of fusion (Reviewed in Glass and 
Dementhon, 2006).  
 Currently 6 genetic loci, with two alleles at each locus, have been identified in 
C. parasitica (Anagnostakis, 1982b; Huber, 1996; Cortesi and Milgroom, 1998; Choi 
et al., 2012).  Using vic-linked sequence markers (Kubisiak and Milgroom, 2006) 
combined with 454 and Illumina sequencing, candidate loci for vic1, vic2, vic3, vic4, 
vic6, and vic7 were identified (Choi et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014) with observed 
polymorphism ranging from 39% aa identity for the vic2 alleles to 82% aa identity for 
the vic7 alleles.  Analysis of alleles at four vic loci in 26 C. parasitica field isolates 
recovered from Europe and North America found no evidence of more than two 




 The C. parasitica vic1, vic6, and vic7 loci have been shown to contain gene 
encoding HET domain proteins.  The vic6 locus was determined to contain two 
adjacent ORFs that include a HET domain-containing protein, vic6, and a non-HET 
domain protein designated pix6.  PCD, barrage formation, and restriction of virus 
transmission were triggered by non-allelic interactions between the vic6-1 and pix6-, 
and the vic6-2 and pix6-1 alleles.   The identified vic7 gene encodes a protein with a 
HET domain that is conserved in 9 of the 10 incompatibility genes previously 
characterized for N. crassa and P. anseria.  The vic7 alleles, designated vic7-1 and 
vic7-2 are 87% identical with significant polymorphism limited to a small portion of 
the C-terminal domain.  Virus transmission for the vic7 locus is naturally asymmetric; 
virus transmission is not inhibited when the recipient contains the vic7-2 allele, but is 
restricted when the recipient contains the vic7-1 allele (Cortesi et al., 2001). 
 The C. parasitica vic2, vic3, and vic4 loci lack HET-domain proteins.  Vic2 
contains two tightly linked polymorphic ORFs separated by a conserved helicase 
gene.  The larger ORF, vic2, encodes a member of the patain-like phospholipase 
family, while the smaller ORF, vic2a, encodes a protein related to a fungal plasma 
membrane SNARE Sec9 protein.  The allelic designations for the two genes are vic2-
2 and vic2a-2 for fungal strain EP155 and vic2-1 and vic2a-1 for fungal strain EP146.  
Disruption of the vic2-2 allele eliminated restrictions to virus transmission when the 
disrupted allele was present in the recipient strain, but not when the disrupted allele 
was in the donor strain.   
 When compared to the previously described vic genes, the vic4 locus is 




protein that contains a protein kinase c-like domain while the vic4-2 allele encodes a 
1628 aa protein containing NACHT-NTPase and WD repeats found in several P. 
anserine HET genes (Choi et al., 2012; Paoletti et al., 2006). An allelic difference at 
the vic4 locus triggers barrage formation, however it does not restrict virus 
transmission (Cortesi et al., 2001).  These results have led Biella and colleagues 
(2002) to propose that allele-specific differences observed in the rate of vic-triggered 
PCD are responsible for differences in the frequency and symmetry of virus 
transmission, (i.e., delayed PCD results in greater frequency of virus transmission) 
(Huber and Fulbright, 1994).   
 Future studies are aimed at addressing the mechanisms underlying vic-
mediated triggering of PCD and resistance to virus transmission by examining vic 
protein interactions, cellular distribution, and movement.  Additionally, the ability to 
generate a universal donor to aid in hypovirus transmission in the field by disarming 
the vic genes is currently being investigated.  
  




 Despite many advances in hypovirus research, progress in characterizing 
mature CHV-1 proteins and elucidating viral replication mechanisms has remained 
elusive.  
  Although it has not been determined whether hypoviruses have a 5! cap 




been identified on the basis of secondary RNA structure (Baird et al., 2006), there is 
evidence that hypovirus replication proceeds in a 5! cap–independent manner (Dawe 
and Nuss, 2013).  It has also been demonstrated that uncapped RNA produced in vitro 
can initiate infection, which seems to support cap-independent translation (Chen, 
Choi, and Nuss, 1994).   
 Furthermore, the transcripts in CHV-1 viruses have a 5! untranslated region 
(UTR) of ~495 nucleotides containing seven AUG triplets located upstream of the 
authentic start codon (Shapira et al., 1991), which is a feature similar to those found 
in other viruses that replicate in a cap-independent manner.  For example, the RNA of 
poliovirus has a 5! UTR of 750 nucleotides with seven or eight upstream AUGs 
(Pelletier et al., 1988), and the hepatitis C virus has a 5! UTR of ~340 nucleotides 
with three or four upstream AUGs (Tsukiyama-Kohara et al., 1992).   
 Recently, Mu and colleagues (2011) used a coupled nuclease mapping/Mfold 
structure prediction approach (Zucker and Jacobson, 1998; Zucker, 2003) to examine 
the structural elements in the 5! UTR of both the CHV-1/EP713 and CHV-1/Euro7 
(Chen and Nuss, 1999) (494 nucleotides) viruses. This prediction analysis indicates 
that the secondary structures formed in the first 220 nucleotides of the 5! UTRs are 
similar; however, the structures in the region between nucleotides 220 and the end of 
the 5! UTRs are predicted to be significantly different, despite a high level of 
sequence similarity (>90%) (Figure 1.9) (Mu et al., 2011).  The presence of 
secondary RNA structures in the 5! UTR is also supported by the observation of 
vsRNAs that are generated by the C. parasitica RNA silencing pathway (Zhang et al., 






















Figure 1.9 – Predicted structure of the 5’ UTR of CHV-1/EP713 and CHV-1/Euro7.  
RNase digestion combined with M-fold prediction software were used to identify 
RNA structural elements within the 5’ UTR of CHV-1 viruses.  Depicted here is the 
predicted RNA structure for the first 675 nucleotides of CHV-1/EP713 (A) and CHV-




regions that are predicted to form secondary RNA structures (Mu et al., 2011).  The 
above evidence reported by Mu and colleagues supports the notion that CHV-1 
viruses replicate in a cap-independent manner and that protein translation is mediated 
through an IRES (Dawe and Nuss, 2013). 
 The functional roles of the mature viral proteins in replication and translation 
of the viral genome are not completely understood.  As previously noted, CHV-1 
encodes two ORFs, ORF A and ORF B.  ORF A encodes the polyprotein p69, which 
is autocatalytically cleaved into two viral proteins, papain like protease p29 and p40. 
In addition to ORF A processing, p29 appears to have multiple functions during 
CHV-1 infection.  Suzuki et al. (2000), using engineered RNAs lacking various 
regions of p29, demonstrated that amino acids 1–24 are essential for viral replication.  
Subsequently, Suzuki and colleagues (2003) generated !p29 and !p69 CHV-1 
viruses (in which p29 and p69 had been deleted), which accumulated to levels in 
fungal cells that were ~50% and ~15% lower than those of WT CHV-1/EP713.  
However, when p29 was expressed in trans, levels of RNA expressed from the !p29 
and !p69 viruses were restored to either near WT levels or increased by three-fold, 
respectively.  Furthermore, expression of p29 in trans in virus-free fungal mycelium 
resulted in several symptoms that were also observed in CHV-1/EP713-infected 
strains, including decreased orange pigment production, suppressed asexual spore 
production, and decreased extracellular laccase production.  Although the specific 
mode of action of p29 is not fully understood, the host-symptom determinants have 
been mapped to the cysteine residues 70 and 72, which are conserved in the related 




phenotypic changes or to restore viral RNA accumulation of the !p29 mutant virus 
when supplied in trans (Craven et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1999; Suzuki et al., 2003).  
Moreover, as previously discussed, p29 has been shown to be a suppressor of RNA 
silencing, which is also an observed trait of the potyvirus protein HC-Pro (Segers et 
al., 2006; Segers et al., 2007).  
 The second protein of ORF A, p40, has also been shown to be dispensable for 
CHV-1/EP713 replication.  Through a gain-of-function analysis, p40 has been shown 
to be involved in viral RNA accumulation and to contribute to suppression of 
sporulation and pigmentation   (Suzuki and Nuss, 2002).  However, when p40 was 
supplied in trans, fungal transformants showed no phenotypic changes when 
compared with untransformed EP155, and could not function in trans to enhance viral 
RNA accumulation (Suzuki et al., 2003).  
 The two ORFs of CHV-1, ORF A and ORF B, are separated by a stop/go 
region, containing the pentanucleotide UAAUG, where the UAA portion serves as the 
ORF A termination codon and the AUG portion serves as the ORF B initiation codon 
(Shapira et al., 1991A).  The UAAUG pentamer is also found at the junction of ORFs 
in influenza B virus segment 7 (Horvath et al., 1990; Powell et al., 2008) and in 
Bombyx mori retrotransposon element SART1 (Kojima et al., 2005).  Using a firefly 
luciferase reporter gene system, Guo and colleagues (2009) demonstrated that the re-
initiation rate of ORF B is between 2.5–4.4%.  In addition, Suzuki et al. (2000) 
demonstrated that the pentanucleotide sequence could be mutated to generate a 
monocistronic genome without negatively affecting viral replication or virus-




 Identification of the mature proteins and the processing pathway of ORF B 
has remained elusive. The only mature viral protein from ORF B that has been 
identified is p48, a 48 kDa papain-like protease located at the N-terminus of ORF B.  
Analysis of the p48 coding domain shows that p48 and p29 share conserved aa 
sequences surrounding the catalytic cysteine and histidine residues and the spacing of 
these residues relative to the cleavage sites (Shapira and Nuss, 1991).  These 
similarities combined with the location of the two leader proteases at the N-termini of 
ORF A and ORF B, and sequence alignment studies indicate that p48 and p29 are 
products of a gene duplication event (Koonin et al., 1991; Shapira et al., 1991A).   
 Transformation of the fungal strain EP155 with the p48 coding region showed 
that p48 contributes to CHV-1/EP713-mediated suppression of host pigmentation and 
sporulation (Deng and Nuss, 2008).  Moreover, p48 was shown to be required for 
viral replication.  Generation of a mutant virus containing a deletion of the p48 
coding domain (CHV-1/"p48), resulted in a non-viable virus, however, transfection 
of a p48 transformant fungal strain with CHV-1/"p48 synthetic RNA transcripts 
demonstrated that expression of p48 in trans could rescue the p48-deficient mutant 
virus (Figure 1.10 A and B) (Deng and Nuss, 2008).  These results were confirmed by 
performing an anastomosis reaction between two EP155 transformant strains; one 
expressing p48 and the other expressing the CHV-1/"p48 mutant virus. Upon fusion 
of the fungal hyphae and cytoplasmic mixing, the CHV-1/"p48 mutant virus began to 
replicate.  Once rescued, the CHV-1/"p48 mutant virus could be transferred by 
anastomosis to a fungal strain not expressing p48, resulting in continued viral 









































Figure 1.10 – Protease p48 complementation of the replication-defective "p48 mutant 
virus. (A) Transfection of C. parasitica strain EP155 and the p48 transformant strain 
p48T-10, shown on regeneration media.   Transfection of EP155 with the "p48 
mutant virus resulted in aerial hyphae and sporulation indicating that the p48 deficient 
virus is unable to replicate in WT C. parasitica.  The transfected p48 transformant 
strain produced little aerial hyphae and reduced sporulation symptomatic of hypovirus 
infection, indicating that p48 is required for virus replication (Borrowed from Deng 
and Nuss, 2008). (B) Once transferred to PDA the rescued "p48 mutant virus results 
in a reduction fungal pigmentation and aerial hyphae. (C) The rescued "p48 mutant 
virus continues to replicate and cause symptoms after transmission to WT EP155 





  Quantitative Real-time RT-PCR showed that viral RNA accumulation for the 
CHV-1/"p48 mutant virus isolated from either the p48 transformant strain or EP155 
was reduced approximately 80% when compared to CHV-1/EP713 (Deng and Nuss, 
2008).  These results indicated that p48 is essential for initiation of CHV-1 
replication, but is not required for the maintenance of hypovirus RNA.  In addition, 
recent analysis of vesicles isolated from a CHV-1-infected fungal host indicates that 
p48 associates with host vesicles during viral replication (Wang et al., 2013).  
 While mature proteins from the remaining region of ORF B have yet to be 
identified, the predicted amino acid sequence contains regions that correspond to 
RDRP and helicase domains.  The N-terminal region has been implicated in 
contributing to changes in fungal colony morphology. Using chimeric CHV-1 viruses, 
Chen and Nuss (1999) and Chen et al. (2000) demonstrated that the region just 
downstream of p48 is responsible for virus-mediated alterations of fungal colony 
morphology, growth rate, and canker size.  However, the proteins responsible for 
these differences have not been identified or isolated.   
 Despite the inability to identify processed RDRP, CHV-1 was shown to have 
RDRP activity.  Fahima and colleagues (1993) isolated fungal vesicles from a CHV-
1/EP713 infected isolate, shown to be associated with viral RNA and demonstrated 
that these vesicles possessed RDRP activity, while vesicles isolated from a virus-free 
fungal isolate lacked any noticeable RDRP activity.  Furthermore, it was 
demonstrated that RDRP products, synthesized in vitro, hybridized specifically with 
C. parasitica genomic dsRNA, and over 80% of the synthesized RNA was of positive 




 Fahima and colleagues (1994) subsequently identifed an 87 kDa protein, 
which associates with both the fungal vesicles that previously displayed RDRP 
activity and viral RNA.  Furthermore, the 87 kDa protein was not detected in virus-
free fungal isolates, leading Fahima and colleagues (1994) to hypothesize that this 
protein is the CHV-1 RDRP.  Despite these results, complete mapping of the CHV-1 
ORF B remains elusive and the 87 kDa protein, hypothesized to be the mature CHV-1 
RDRP has yet to be independently isolated and confirmed. 
 
1.6 The CHV-1/C. parasitica Experimental System  
 
 The ability to study mycoviruses has been limited due to difficulties in 
initiating infections by an extracellular route and by the inability to genetically 
manipulate the fungal host.  To determine whether a specific virus is responsible for 
induced changes in the fungal host, the fungal strain has to be cured of the mycovirus, 
and then the mycovirus must be subsequently re-introduced into the cured strain.  
Additionally, since a majority of mycoviruses lack an extracellular lifecycle stage and 
some mycoviruses do not form infectious particles, re-introduction of mycoviruses is 
generally limited to anastomosis; however this is complicated by transmission of 
additional cytoplasmic elements (Nuss, 2010).  These technical problems have been 
overcome for one select group of mycoviruses, CHV-1, with the development of an 
infectious cDNA clone and the ability to induce a viral infection through introduction 
of the corresponding synthetic RNA transcripts derived from the cDNA clone into 
fungal spheroplasts (Figure 1.2) (Choi and Nuss, 1992; Chen et al., 1994; Nuss, 




only robust reverse genetics system available for studying mycoviruses and virus-host 
interactions in fungi. 
 Full-length infectious cDNAs are available for the prototypic sever hypovirus 
CHV-1/EP713, the mild hypovirus CHV-1/Euro7, and a low copy number hypovirus 
CHV-1/EP721.  CHV-1/EP713 infected C. parasitica strains form small, superficial 
cankers with a low level of asexual spore-forming fruiting bodies.  In contrast, CHV-
1/Euro7 infected strains attain a canker size that is three- to four-fold larger than those 
produced by CHV-1/EP713 infected strains.  CHV-1/Euro7 cankers are characterized 
by ridged margins and the formation of a high number of spore-forming fruiting 
bodies covering the canker (Chen and Nuss, 1999; Chen et al., 2000; and Parsley et 
al., 2002).  Furthermore, CHV-1/EP721 infected strains display a phenotype similar 
to a CHV-1/Euro7 infected strain, however dsRNA isolated from CHV-1/EP721 
infected strains is about 1/10 of the level observed in CHV-1/EP713 infected strains 
(Lin et al., 2007).  These various isolates provide opportunities for comparative 
approaches to investigate mechanisms underlying hypovirus replication and specific 
viral and host factors that are important for viral pathogenesis.    
 In addition, complete sequences are available for all CHV isolates including 
CHV-1, CHV-2, CHV-3, and CHV-4 as well as two reoviruses that contain 11 
segments of dsRNA, MyRV1-Cp9B21 and MyRV2-CpC18, narnavirus 
CMV1/NB631, partitivirus REN and chrysovirus OB5-11 (Hillman and Suzuki, 
2004).  These different viruses all have the ability to replicate within C. parasitica 
and infection results in a different sets of phenotypic changes, including reduced 




virulence.  Thus, C. parasitica serves as an ample host for the study of a diverse set of 
mycovirus families. 
 The capability to genetically manipulate C. parasitica to further examine 
virus-host interactions has also benefited from several advances.  Since C. parasitica 
is haploid and asexual spores are uninucleate, gene disruption is highly efficient.  
Recently, a mutant strain, DK80, has been engineered that increases the efficiency of 
homologous recombination from 5% to 85% (Lan et al., 2008).  This strain contains a 
disruption of the KU80 gene, which encodes a key component of the non-
homologous end joining DNA repair pathway.  Moreover, a draft sequence of the C. 
parasitica genome has recently been completed and made available by the Joint 
Genome Institute at the DOE.    
 
1.7 Research Objectives 
 
Positive strand RNA viruses employ similar general replication strategies that 
include membrane restructuring, associated replication complex formation and 
polyprotein production, processing and multifunctionality.  However, much remains 
to be determined about the precise functional and mechanistic contributions of 
individual viral proteins.  The objectives of this project focused on the CHV-1 p48 
papain-like protease and the requirements and mechanisms underlying its functional 
role in hypovirus replication.  
Objective 1:  Define the requirements for p48 proteolytic processing and the 
functional importance of autoproteolysis in the context of viral replication and 
trans complementation.  




Both objectives took full advantage of the CHV-1/EP713/C. parasitica 
experimental system that allows the construction of extensive site specific and 
deletion mutant viruses and enhanced detection and characterization of viral RNA 
and proteins. The completion of these objectives has significantly increased our 
knowledge of the requirements and role of p48 in hypovirus replications,  moved us 
closer to understanding  the underlying mechanisms and provided new insights into 


































Chapter 2: Mutagenesis of hypovirus papain-like protease 
p48 catalytic residues and cleavage site revealed 
requirements for in trans complementation, contribution to 




 Viral proteases have been demonstrated to be responsible for polyprotein 
processing pathways that lead to mature viral proteins.  Cryphonectria parasitica 
hypovirus 1 (CHV-1) contains two papain-like leader proteases, p29 and p48, located 
at the N-terminus of their respective ORF.  Protease p48 has previously been shown 
to be essential for initiation but not maintenance of virus replication.  In this study, 
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 In an attempt to gain insight into the p48 alternative-processing pathway, 
epitope tags were used to purify WT and mutant p48, which were subsequently 
subjected to either MS/MS and LC/MS fragmentation to identify differences in the 
location of p48/ORF B processing between WT and mutant viruses. MS/MS and 
LC/MS results were inconclusive due to the failure of the p48 C-terminal amino acids 
to ionize.  In addition, a novel CHV-1 ORF B protein of approximately 60 kDa was 
identified and was isolated using a 6xHis tag that was inserted downstream of the 
p48/ORF B cleavage dipeptide.  These results will guide future efforts into 
identification hypovirus polyprotein processing pathways and identification of mature 




 Many single-stranded positive sense RNA viruses that infect hosts within all 
kingdoms comprising the Eukaryota have evolved gene expression strategies that 
employ proteolytic processing of encoded polyproteins (Barrett and Rawling, 2001; 
Dougherty and Semler, 1993; Koonin and Dolja, 1993).  This includes members of 
the virus family Hypoviridae that infect and attenuate virulence of the fungal 
pathogen responsible for chestnut blight, Cryphonectria parasitica.  
 The genome of the prototypic hypovirus, CHV-1/EP713 consists of a 12.7- kb 
coding strand that contains two ORFs, ORF A (622 codons) and ORF B (3,165 




The two ORFs contain N-terminal leader papain-like proteases, p48 and p29.  
Protease p29 is cotranslationally released from the N-terminal portion of a 69 kDa 
precursor polypeptide, p69, encoded by ORF A to form mature proteins p29 and p40 
(Choi, et al., 1991B; Shapira et al., 1991A).  Cell-free translation studies identified 
the p69 cleavage dipeptide as Gly248 and Gly249, and showed that residues Cys162 
and His215 were essential for autocatalytic cleavage (Figure 1.7A) (Choi et al., 
1991A).    Protease p48 is released from the N-terminal portion of the ORF B 
encoded polypeptide predicted to be in excess of 200 kDa and to contain the viral 
polmerase and helicase domains (Shapira et al., 1991).  Using a combination of cell-
free translation and E. coli expression studies, Shapira and Nuss (1991B) identified 
Cys341 and His388 (Figure 1.7B) as catalytic residues essential for autocatalytic 
cleavage between Gly418 and Ala419.  Phylogenetic analysis (Koonin et al., 1991) 
underscored similarities between the hypovirus proteases and the papain-like plant 
potyvirus-encoded helper component proteases (HC-Pro) noted by Choi et al. (1991) 
and led to the proposal that p29 and p48 are the products of an intragenomic 
duplication event and subsequent divergence (Koonin et al., 1991; Shapira et al., 
1991A).   
 Like many viral leader proteases, p29 and p48 also serve important functional 
roles.  While the p29 protease is not essential for viral replication (Craven et al., 
1993), it serves as a suppressor of the C. parasitica anti-viral RNA silencing response 
pathway (Segers et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008; Zhang and Nuss, 2008; Sun et al., 
2009).  Unlike p29, p48 is not dispensable for viral replication.  However, when 




Surprisingly, once rescued, the !p48 mutant virus continued to replicate in the 
absence of p48.  Thus, p48 appears to have the unusual property of being required for 
the initiation but not the maintenance of viral RNA replication. 
 Given that p29 and p48 appear to share a common ancestor, it is interesting 
that p48 is required for viral replication, whether it is expressed in cis or in trans, 
whereas p29 is dispensable for virus replication.  While both p29 and p48 have been 
detected in extracts of infected mycelium by immunological methods, processing has 
not been studied in the infected fungal host.  In an attempt to examine the 
requirements for p48 in trans complementation of the(!p48 mutant virus, Cys341 and 
His388 were mutated to serine in C. parasitica p48 transformants.  I now report that 
mutation of either or both of the catalytic residues eliminate the ability of p48 to 
complement the !p48 mutant virus.  Given the important functional roles played by 
the hypovirus leader proteases, I also describe the results of a mutational analysis of 
the p48 and p29 catalytic residues in the CHV-1/EP713 infectious cDNA and 
examine the contribution of the leader proteases to viral RNA accumulation. The 




Fungal Strains and Growth Conditions: 
 
 The C. parasitica strains used in this study were maintained on potato 
dextrose agar (PDA; Difco) as previously described (Sun, et al., 2009).  WT C. 
parasitica strain EP155 (ATCC 38755) and the isogenic strain EP713  (ATCC 52571) 
infected with hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 have been described by Chen and Nuss 




dcl2 (!dcl2) was generated in the study described by Segers et al. (2007).  Fungal 
cultures used for nucleic acid and protein preparations were grown for 7 or 10 days in 




Cloning and Mutagenesis: (i) Construction of p48 and p29 Protease Domain and 
Cleavage Site Mutants  
 Point mutations were introduced into the p29 and p48 protease domains using 
the Quick Change II XL Site Directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) protocol, but 
employing the Phusion High-Fidelity polymerase (New England Bioloabs (NEB), 
Ipswich, Mass.) in place of PfuUltra High Fidelity polymerase. Point mutations were 
introduced into the p48 domain using a subclone containing the p48 coding domain.  
Nucleotides 392 to 4182 of plasmid pRFL4 (described in Zhang et al., 2013) were 
amplified using primers 391-ecoR1-FW (5’-GCATGAATTCCAGTGAAT 
TCGAGCTCGGTACC-3’) and 4182-xbaI-RV (5’-CGCTCTAGAGGTATTA 
TCTTTGGCCCTTTGGC-3’), digested using EcoRI (NEB) and XbaI (NEB) 
restriction enzymes and ligated into pUC19 to yield plasmid pUC-p48.  Using 
appropriate primer sets (Appendix 1) individual point mutations were introduced at 
Cys341, His388, and Gly418 in pUC-p48.  The Cys341 mutant was used to 
subsequently generate the Cys341:His388 double mutant which was subsequently 
used to generate the Cys341:His388:Gly418 triple mutant.  The mutated pUC-p48 
plasmids were sequenced to confirm the mutations were present and digested with 
restriction enzymes MreI (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD) and NheI (NEB).  The 
resulting fragments were used to replace the corresponding fragment in WT pRFL4 




p48(C341S); pRFL4-p48(H388S); pRFL4-p48(C341S:H388S); pRFL4-p48(G418R); 
pRFL4-p48(C341S:G418R); pRFL4-p48(H388S:G418R); pRFL4-p48 (C341S: 
H388S:G418R). 
 Mutagenesis of the p29 coding domain was performed using plasmid pRFL4 
that contains the full-length CHV-1/EP713 cDNA proceeded by the T7 polymerase 
promoter and flanked at each end by NotI sites cloned into a modified pTZ19 vector 
(US Biochemicals, Cleveland OH).  Using primer sets (Appendix 1) individual point 
mutations were introduced at either Cys162 or His215, to generate plasmids pRFL4-
p29(C162S).  The pRFL4-p29(C162S) construct then served as the template DNA for 
additional mutagenesis to generate a double mutant, pRFL4-p29(C162S:H215S). 
  (ii) Construction of "p29-p48 Triple Mutant 
 The p29 coding domain was deleted from the p48 triple mutant plasmid 
pRFL4-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R) as follows.  A primer set (AscI-F and 1836-R: 
Appendix 1) was designed to amplify nucleotides 1-1836 from plasmid pLDST-!p29 
(Suzuki et al. 1999) that contains the CHV-1/EP713 viral RNA sequence lacking 88% 
of the p29 coding domain.  The resulting amplified fragment contained only the first 
25 amino acids of p29, which were shown to be essential to viral replication, and as 
well as an introduced AscI site at the 5’ terminus.  Nucleotides 1836 to 4000 
containing the p48 catalytic and cleavage site mutations were then amplified from 
pRFL4-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R).  The two fragments were stitched together by a 
second round of PCR using primers AscI-F and 4KR to create the final !p29-p48 
triple mutant fragment, that was subsequently cloned into a PCR-blunt vector (Zero-




sequenced to confirm that the point and deletion mutations were maintained and the 
resulting plasmid, !p29-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R )-blunt was digested with 
restriction enzymes AscI (Fermentes) and NheI (NEB).  The resulting fragment was 
used to replace the corresponding fragment in plasmid pRFL4.  Individual isolates 
were sequenced to confirm that the desired deletion was still present and no 
additional point mutations were accidently generated.  The resulting viral cDNA 
isolate was termed pRFL4/!p29-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R). 
(iii) Cloning and Epitope Tagging: Generation of Strep and 6xHis tagged viral 
proteins 
 
 Overlapping PCR was used to introduce a 6xHis or a strep-tag II, an eight 
amino acid tag (WSHPQFEK), was placed between amino acids 14-15 within the p48 
coding region of WT pRFL4 and the triple mutant pRFL4-48(C341S:H388S:G418R) 
viral cDNAs.  Using primer sets 1KF/p48-strep-R and p48-strep-F/5KR (Appendix 
1), PCR was performed with plasmid pRFL4 as a template to generate two fragments, 
containing overlapping ends.  The two fragments were stitched together by a second 
round of PCR using primers 1KF and 5KR to create the final fragment containing the 
strep-tag II and 6xHis sequence. The resulting fragment was ligated into a PCR-blunt 
vector and individual isolates were sequenced to confirm the correct mutation was 
generated.  Plasmids containing either the 6xHis or the strep II tag [p48(His)blunt,  
p48(C341S:H388S:G418R)(His)blunt, p48Z-/&'.[blunt or p48 (C341S:H388S: 
G418R)(strep)blunt], were digested with restriction enzymes MreI and NheI and the 
resulting fragments were used to replace the corresponding fragment in plasmid 
pRFL4.  Individual isolates were sequenced to confirm that the desired deletion was 




resulting plasmids were termed pRFL4-p48(His), pRFL4-p48(C341S:H388S: 
G418R)(His), pRFL4-p48(strep), and pRFL4-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R)(strep). 
Additionally, a 6xHis tag was introduced into the pRFL4-p48(C341S), pRFL4-
p48(388S) and pRFL4-p48(G418R) mutant viruses using the same methods as 
outlined above. 
 The insertion of a 6xHis-tag downstream of the p48/ORF B cleavage 
dipeptide at map position 3708 within the CHV-1/EP713 genome was facilitated 
through the use of unique restriction sites NheI and KpnI (NEB), spanning CHV1-
EP713 map positions 3705 to 5289.  The 6xHis-tag was introduced through PCR with 
a primer encoding for a 6xHis-tag with an GSG linker at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the 
His-tag (Appendix 1).  pRFL4 was amplified, using primer set Nhe-HisF and 6KR 
with Phusion High Fidelity DNA polymerase to generate a 2-kb fragment containing 
the His-tag.  The fragment was subsequently digested with NheI and KpnI and used to 
replace the WT NheI-KpnI Fragment in pRFL4. 
 
Transfection of C. parasitica spheroplasts: 
 Infection of fungal strains with hypovirus CHV-1/EP713 or mutant CHV-
1/EP713 was initiated by electroporation-mediated transfection of fungal spheroplasts 
with synthetic transcripts generated in vitro from SpeI (NEB) linearized viral cDNA 
clones using methods previously described by Suzuki and Nuss (2002) and Chen et 
al. (1994).  Surviving spheroplasts were cultured on osmotic solid regeneration media 
for 7 to 10 days to allow cell wall regeneration, and then transferred to PDA plates for 




 cDNA clones of the viral replicative form dsRNA recovered from mutant 
virus-infected strains were generated thorugh the use of the Monsterscript 1
st
 strand 
cDNA synthesis kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison WI).  Following 
manufacturers protocols, pimer 12.5KR was used to prime cDNA synthesis starting at 
the 3’-terminal end of the viral RNA.  To confirm that no mutations to the p48 coding 
domain or flanking regions were generated during viral replication, PCR was 
subsequently performed on the cDNA using primer set 1KF-5KR to generate a 4kb 
product that was sequenced (Macrogen Inc, Rockville MD).  Sequencing primers 
included 1KF, 2KF, 3KF, 4KF, 2KR, 3KR, 4KR, 5KR.  Sequence analysis of the 
mutated viral p29 coding domain and flanking regions was performed on a 3KB 
fragment amplified with primer set NotI-F and 3KR (Appendix 1), using sequencing 
primers NotI-F, 1KF, 2KF, 1KR, 2KR, 3KR.  Sequence analysis was performed using 
DNASTAR Lasergene 10 (Madison, WI). 
 
Transformation and in trans Rescue:  
 Using primer set p48F and p48R (Appendix 1) [to map positions (2364) and 
(3618),] p48 from pRFL4-p48(C341S), pRFL4-p48(H388S), and pRFL4-
p48(C341S:H388S) was amplified and digested with restriction enzyme KpnI and 
inserted into the transformation plasmid pCPXHY (Craven et al., 1993) to generate 
pCPXHY-p48(C341S), pCPXHY-p48(H388S), pCPXHY-p48 (C341S:H388S).  The 
inserted DNA is flanked by the C. parasticia glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase gene promoter and terminator to drive expression of p48 and contains 




 The transformation plasmids were introduced with the polyethylene glycol-
mediated technique under the conditions previously described by Choi and Nuss 
(1992) into spheroplasts prepared from strain EP155 following methods outlined by 
Churchill et al. (1990).  Single spore isolation was performed on initial transformant 
isolates to select for homokaryons. 
 Transfection of EP155 p48 transformant isolates was performed as previously 
outlined with synthetic RNA transcripts corresponding to viral cDNA clones pRFL4 
and !p48 (Deng and Nuss, 2008).  
 
Total RNA and Protein Extraction:   
 Cultures used for viral RNA and protein analysis were grown in 200 ml of 
PDB for 7 days.  Mycelium was harvested filtration through Miracloth (Calbiochem, 
La Jolla, Calif.), frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a fine powder with a mortar 
and pestle.   
(i) Viral RNA isolation and quantification 
Mycelial powder was resuspended in 4 ml of RNA extraction buffer (100 mM 
Tris-HCL (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, 4 mM EDTA, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate(SDS)) 
and total nucleic acid was extracted two times sequentially with phenol-chloroform 
and precipitated by the addition of 2 volumes of ethanol.  The extracted nucleic acid 
samples were treated with RQ1 DNase I (Promega, Madison, Wis.) to eliminate 
fungal chromosomal DNA, followed by 2 rounds of extraction with phenol-
chloroform, precipitated with ethanol and re-suspension in double-distilled water.  
Total RNA concentration was measured using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer 




accumulation for wild-type and mutant viruses were measured by semiquantitative 
real-time reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) as described by Suzuki and Nuss 
(2002). 
 (ii) Total protein extraction and western blot analysis 
 Total protein extracts for Western blot analysis were prepared by the method 
of Parsley et al. (2002) using the TEDS-C extraction buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT, 150 mM NaCl and 1% (w/v) CHAPS).  Immunoblot 
analysis of relative p29 and p48 protein levels was performed as described previously 
(Shapira, et al., 1991A) using rabbit anti-sera raised against recombinant hypovirus 
CHV-1/EP713 proteins expressed from map position nt 496 to 898 (\p15) for p29 
and nt 2364 to 4070 (\B1) for p48.  The antigen used to generate antibody \B1 
included all of the p48 coding region and extended 150 codons past the p48 cly418-
Ala419 cleavage dipeptide.  
(iii) Purification of epitope tagged proteins and 2D Gel analysis 
 
 The 6xHis epitope tagged protein was incubated in TEDS-C buffer containing 
8M Urea, to denature tagged proteins allowing for accessibility of the 6xHis tag, at 
room temperature for 30 minutes.  The 6xHis tagged protein was purified using 
cOmplete His-Tag Purification Resin (Roche) following manufacturer’s protocols.  
The protein sample was eluted off the column in fractions using Buffer A (50 mM 
NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) supplemented with 20 mM, 30 mM, 40 mM, and 
50 mM imidazole solutions.  The His-tag purification resin was regenerated by 




column volumes of 1 M imidazole/HCl, pH 7.5, 20% EtOH, 4% SDS, and stored in 
20% EtOH at 4]C. 
 The tagged viral protein containing the strep-tag II was purified according to 
manufacturers protocols.  Briefly, extracted proteins were diluted 10x with Buffer A 
and purified using a Strep-Tactin Superflow Plus purification resin (Qiagen).  The 
isolated protein was eluted off the column using Buffer A supplemented with 2.5 mM 
desthiobiotin.  The Strep-Tactin resin was regenerated with 50 mM NaH2PO4, 
300mM NaCl, 1 mM HABA, pH to 8.0 and stored in Buffer A at 4]C. 
 Immunoblot quantification of purified protein was performed as described in 
Chapter 1 (Shapira et al., 1991A) using mouse monoclonal antibody that recognized 
either a 6xHis tag epitope (Thermo Scientific) or a strep-tag II epitope (Qiagen). 
 For 2D gel analysis, purified protein was concentrated with methanol: 
chloroform treatment.  Briefly, proteins were washed in a chloroform methanol 
solution (4 volumes methanol, 1 volume chloroform, 3 volumes H2O, 1 volume 
protein), centrifuged 20,000xg for 10 minutes.  The top phase was removed without 
disturbing protein at the interface, and 4 volumes of methanol were added and 
centrifuged at 20,000xg for 10 minutes.  The supernatant was discarded, the pellet 
was air dried and re-suspended with 125 #L 2 M thiourea, 7 M urea, 4% CHAPS, 
0.5% Triton X-100, 50 mM DTT, 0.2% of (3-10) Biolytes, and Bromophenol Blue.  
 The first dimension of separation was performed on 7 cm strips with a 3-10 
immobilized pH gradient using a PROTEAN Isoelectric Focusing (IEF) cell from 
Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA).  The strips were rehydrated with 125 #L of the 




to a maximum of 4,000 V, and then run to accumulate a total of 20,000 V/h.  For the 
second dimension, the immobilized pH gradient strips were equilibrated for 15 
minutes in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 6 M urea, 30% glycerol, 2% SDS, and 
bromophenol blue.  The strips were then embedded in 0.7% (w/v) agarose on the top 




 Staining of proteins in polyacrylamide gels was performed with a SilverSNAP 
kit from Pierce (Rockford, IL).  Silver-stained gel pieces were excised and destained 
in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol.  In-gel digestion was carried out with 
1-4 #g/mL sequencing grade modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) in 25 
mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 7.9) for 15 h at 37]C.  After digestion, peptides were 
extracted with 50 % acetonitrile containing 0.1 % TFA and dried.  Dry peptide 
samples were dissolved in 5 mg/mL $-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid in 40 % 
acetonitrile containing 0.1 % TFA, and manually spotted onto an ABI 01-192-6-AB 
target plate.    
 MS analysis was performed using an AB4700 Proteomics Analyzer from 
Applied Biosystems (Framingham, MA).  MS-mode acquisitions consisted of 1,000 
laser shots averaged over 20 sample positions.  For MS/MS-mode acquisitions, 3,000 
laser shots were averaged over 30 sample positions for post-source decay fragments.  
Automated combined acquisition of MS and MS/MS data was controlled with 4000 
Series Explorer software 3.0.   
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( @_I@_(4ata analysis was performed with GPS Explorer software 3.5 utilizing 
Mascot 2.0 from MatrixScience (London, UK) as the search engine.  During 
searching, the mass tolerance was 0.08 Da for the precursor ions and 0.2 Da for the 
fragment ions.  A protein was listed as identified when the MOWSE score was higher 
than 63 or 64, the Mowse score at which statistical significance (p<0.05) occurred for 













Ability of p48 protease mutants to rescue !p48 mutant virus in trans: 
 
 It has been previously reported that the CHV-1 p48 protein has the ability to 
function in trans to rescue a CHV-1 !p48 mutant virus, where the p48 coding domain 
has been deleted (Deng and Nuss, 2008).  Furthermore, once the CHV-1 !p48 mutant 
virus was replicating, p48 was no longer required, indicating that p48 is essential for 
initiation of viral replication.  In an effort to better understand the role of p48 in the 
initiation of CHV-1 replication, and to determine how essential the protease domain 
is to virus replication, we asked if either or both of the ctalytic residues were 
necessary for in trans rescue of the CHV-1 !p48 mutant virus.  The CHV-1 p48 
catalytic residues have previously been mapped in vitro to Cys341 and His388 
(Shapira and Nuss, 1991)(Figure 2.1A).  The ability of the protease mutant p48 to 
rescue the !p48 mutant virus was examined by transfecting !p48 RNA transcripts 
into transgenic C. parasitica strains expressing p48 with the following mutations; 
C341S, H388S, or C341S:H388S; these mutations have been previously shown to 
prevent p48/ORF B cleavage in vitro (Shapira and Nuss, 1991).  In addition to the 
EP155 tranformants expressing mutant p48, an EP155 transformant expressing WT 
p48 containing a FLAG and strep-tag II domain at the N-terminus was generated in 
order to repeat the results previously obtained by Deng and Nuss (2008).  The p48 
transformants were screened for resistance to Hygromycin B, were single spore 
isolated and screened by PCR to confirm the presence of p48. 
  The results obtained using epitope tagged WT p48 were consistent with the 





















Figure 2.1 – Mutation of p29 and p48 catalytic and cleavage site residues and in trans 
complementation. (A) Diagram of the CHV-1/EP713 viral genome.  The p29 catalytic 
residues have been mapped in vitro to Cys162 and His215.  The p48 catalytic 
residues have been mapped to Cys341 and His388 of ORF B, additionally, the 
cleavage has been identified as occurring between Gly418/Ala419. The * denotes the 
location of either a 6xHis or strep-tag II, placed after amino acid Thr14.  The catalytic 
residues of both p29 and p48 were mutated to serine thereby disrupting the protease 
domains.  Additionally, the p48/ORF B cleavage site residue Gly418 was mutated to 
Arg, which has previously been shown to prevent cleavage in vitro. 
(B) In trans complementation of the !p48 mutant virus with WT and mutant p48 
protein.  Fungal strain EP155 was transformed with WT epitope tagged p48, as well 






individually and in combination and transfected with RNA transcripts corresponding 
to the !p48 mutant virus.  C. parasitica transformant strains expressing mutant p48 





mutant virus (EP155(p48)T isolate, Figure 2.1B), and once replicating, the !p48 
mutant virus could continue to replicate in the absence of p48.  In contrast to the 
ability of WT p48 to rescue the !p48 mutant virus, !p48 RNA transcripts failed to 
show any CHV-1 associated phenotypic changes upon introduction into spheroplasts 
expressing the mutant p48 protein.  Transfected isolates were similar to uninfected 
EP155 in their growth rate, pigmentation, and sporulation (Figure 2.1B).  
Furthermore, no viral RNA could be detected by RT-PCR from nucleic acid extracts.  
Additionally, RNA transcripts corresponding to WT CHV-1/EP713 readily 
established infections when elecroporated into spheroplasts expressing the mutant 
p48 protein.  Thus the protease mutant p48 proteins was unable to complement the 
!p48 mutant virus in trans, resulting in the !p48 virus being unable to establish an 
infection under conditions that supported CHV-1/EP713 replication. 
 
CHV-1 p48 protease catalytic residues are not required for viral replication: 
 The inability of the mutant p48 to complement the !p48 mutant virus 
combined with the report by Shapira and Nuss (1991) that demonstrates p48/ORF B 
cleavage does not occur in vitro, when either of the catalytic residues or the cleavage 
site was mutated, indicates that the p48 catalytic residues are essential CHV-1 ORF B 
processing and may be required for viral replication.  To test this prediction, C341S 
and H388S mutations were introduced into the p48 coding domain of the CHV-
1/EP713 infectious cDNA clone individually and in combination.  The full-length 
viral cDNA containing the mutations was used to generate RNA transcripts, which 
were electroporated into C. parasitica strain EP155 and !dcl2 spheroplasts.  The 




viral response has been disabled, resulting in a severely debilitated phenotype and an 
increase in viral RNA and protein accumulation (Segers et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009).  
Thus the !dcl2 strain was used due to the ability to quickly identify transfected 
fungal isolates based on CHV-1 symptoms being more pronounced and increased 
protein accumulation facilitating analysis of viral proteins.   
 Colonies transfected with full-length viral transcripts exhibited the typical set 
of phenotypic changes associated with CHV-1/EP713 infection and viral dsRNAs 
were detected.  In contrast, transfection of EP155 with the CHV-1 p48 protease 
mutant viruses resulted in less severe infection symptoms when compared to CHV-
1/EP713.  However, infection of !dcl2 spheroplasts displayed similar colony 
morphologies despite the mutations to p48 (Figure 2.2).  Thus, transcripts derived 
from the p48 protease mutant plasmids were able to establish an infection when 
introduced into C. parasitica spheroplasts, indicating that the catalytic residues are 
not essential for virus replication. 
 In an effort to understand the functional importance of p48 protease activity 
has on viral RNA accumulation, semi-quantitative real-time PCR (RT-PCR) was 
performed to examine RNA levels of the protease mutant viruses compared to WT 
CHV-1/EP713.  As quantified by qRT-PCR, the protease mutant viral RNAs 
accumulation was shown to be reduced by approximately 67% (CHV-1/p48(341S), 
78% (CHV-1/p48(388S), and 82% (CHV-1/p48(341S:388S), indicating that 
mutations to either or both catalytic residues, Cys341 and His388, has a negative 
effect on viral RNA accumulation (Figure 2.3).  Additionally, viral RNA was 














Figure 2.2 – Colony morphology of strains EP155 and !dcl2 transfected with RNA 
transcripts corresponding to WT CHV-1/EP713 and p48 protease mutant viruses 
CHV-1/p48(341S), CHV-1/p48(388S), and CHV-1/p48(341S:388S).  Infection of 
strain EP155 with CHV-1/p48(341S) produced a fungal phenotype similar to CHV-
1/EP713,  including a white phenotype and reduction in sporulation.  Infection of 
EP155 with CHV-1/p48(388S) and CHV-1/p48(341S:388S) resulted in further 
reduction of ariel hypae however, there was increased fungal pigmentation when 
compared to CHV-1/EP713 infection.  Infection of strain "dcl2 with the p48 protease 

















Figure 2.3 – Real time RT-PCR quantification of viral RNA accumulation for p48 
catalytic residue mutant viruses.  Viral RNA accumulation levels were measured as 
described in Materials and Methods and are reported as percentages of the value 
obtained for CHV-1/EP713 infected EP155 fungal colonies, with standard deviations 








and H388S, were still present and that the virus had not reverted or generated a 
compensatory mutation to allow for virus replication. 
 The ability of the mutant p48 CHV-1 viruses to replicate was an unexpected 
result.  To determine if there was a difference in p48/ORF B processing, viral proteins 
were extracted from EP155 and !dcl2 infected colonies and analyzed by Western 
blot.  Due to the low levels viral RNA accumulation in EP155 colonies infected with 
the p48 protease mutant viruses, no viral proteins could be detected.  Surprisingly, 
using protein extracted from !dcl2 infected colonies, Western blot results showed 
that p48/ORF B processing was still occurring (Figure 2.4).   
 
Mutation of the p48/ORF B cleavage site does not prevent processing: 
 
 Since the in vivo results were in contrast with the previously reported in vitro 
results obtained by Shapira and Nuss (1991), it was of interest to determine if 
mutation of the p48/ORF B cleavage site would abolish cleavage in vivo as it was 
previously shown to do in vitro.  To examine this, a cleavage site mutation, G418R, 
which was previously shown to abolish p48/ORF B processing (Shapira and Nuss, 
1991) was introduced into CHV-1/EP713.  The G418R mutation was introduced 
individually and in combination with either one or both of the p48 catalytic residue 
mutations.  Upon transfection of RNA transcripts into EP155 and !dcl2 spheroplasts 
through electroporation, all mutant viruses displayed the ability to replicate, and 
resulted in a decrease in fungal pigmentation and sporulation.  Fungal isolates 
harboring mutant CHV-1/ EP713 viruses (C341S:G418R), (H388S:G418R), and 
(C341S:H388S: G418R) displayed more pigmentation than WT CHV-1/EP713 











Figure 2.4 – Western blot analysis of CHV-1 mutant p48.  Despite mutation of the 
p48 protease residues, p48/ORF B cleavage still occurs.  Proteins were detected with 
a polyclonal antibody directed against p48 ($B1) in protein extracts isolated from 
!dcl2 fungal isolates infected with full-length CHV-1/EP713 (lane 1) or one of the 
p48 protease mutant viruses (lane 2: CHV-1/p48(341S), lane 3: CHV-1/p48(388S), 
lane 4: CHV-1/p48(341S:388S).  The WT p48 protein was diluted 10x compared to 
mutant p48 before loading the gel.  The p48 protein was not detected in protein 














Figure 2.5 – Colony morphology of EP155 and "dcl2 isolates infected with p48 
cleavage site mutant viruses.  Fungal strains EP155 and "dcl2 were transfected with 
RNA transcripts derived from p48/ORF B cleavage site mutant virus cDNA plasmids.  
Fungal colonies were photographed after culturing on PDA plates for 7 days.  
Infection of EP155 with the CHV-1/p48(418R) mutant virus resulted in a 
hypovirulent phenotype similar to wild-type CHV-1/EP713.  Infection of EP155 with 
a CHV-1 virus containing a mutation to the protease residues and the cleavage site 
residue results in an increase in fungal pigmentation.  When the p48 mutant viruses 
were introduced into "dcl2 spheroplasts, the infected fungal isolates displayed a 
faster growth rate and increased pigmentation when compared to CHV-1/EP713 







mutants.  Once again, due to low levels of virus replication in EP155, Western blot 
analysis was performed on total protein extracts from infected !dcl2.  Despite 
mutation of the protease residues and the cleavage site, Western blot results indicate 
that the p48/ORF B processing still occurred (Data not shown). 
 In addition, due to the lack of a monoclonal antibody against p48, and because 
antibody \B1 has the ability to recognize epitopes of a downstream protein, a 6xHis 
epitope tag was inserted after amino acid Thr14 of p48 in the following mutant 
viruses; CHV-1/p48(C341S), CHV-1/p48(388S), CHV-1/p48(418R) and CHV-
1/p48(C341S:H388S:G418R), as well as in WT CHV-1/EP713.  A monoclonal anti-
6xHis antibody (Pierce Scientific) was used to detect the p48 protein and eliminated 
background bands due to antibody \B1 recognizing additional CHV-1 proteins 
thereby allowing for a better comparison of WT and mutant p48.  Western blot 
analysis against protein extracted from CHV-1/p48(C341S)6xHis, CHV-
1/p48(388S)6xHis, CHV-1/p48(418R)6xHis and CHV-1/p48(C341S:H388S: 
G418R)6xHis showed that p48/ORF B processing still occurs however the p48 
protein accumulates to lower levels then during CHV-1/EP713 infection (Figure 2.6).   
 
Protease p29 is not responsible for p48/ORF B processing: 
 One possible explanation for why p48/ORF B processing is still occurring, 
despite mutation of the protease and cleavage site residues, is that protease p29 has 
the ability to process ORF B, and is responsible for the low level of viral replication 
that is observed.  It has been previously proposed that p29 and p48 arose from a gene 
duplication event, and then subsequently evolved (Koonin et al., 1991).  To 











Figure 2.6 – Western blot analysis of 6xHis tagged WT and mutant p48 viruses.  
Results indicate that despite mutation of the p48 catalytic or cleavage site residues 
demonstrated to be essential for p48 processing in vitro are not required for 
processing in vivo. Lane 1: CHV-1/p48(His); Lane 2: EP155; lane 3: CHV-
1/p48(341S)(His); lane 4: CHV-1/p48(388S)(His); lane 5: CHV-1/p48 (418R)(His); 
lane 6: CHV-1/p48(341S:388S:418R)(His) extraction #1; lane 7: CHV-1/p48 






amino acids which are essential for viral replication, were deleted from the plasmid 
encoding the CHV-1/p48(C341S:H388S:G418R) mutant virus, to generate a CHV-1/ 
"p29-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R) mutant virus.  Corresponding synthetic RNA 
transcripts were generated and electroporated into "dcl2 spheroplasts. The CHV-1/ 
"p29-p48(C341S:H388S:G418R) mutant virus was replication competent and 
p48/ORF B processing still occurred (Figure 2.7).  These results suggest that either 
mutant p48 maintains a low rate of proteolytic activity or a host protein(s) is involved 
in p48/ORF B processing. 
 
Mutation of the p29 protease residues: 
 
 In view of the previous results demonstrating that p48/ORF B processing still 
occurs despite mutations to the catalytic and cleavage site residues, it was of interest 
to determine whether mutation of the protease p29 catalytic residues had any effect 
on virus replication and ORF A processing.  It has been previously demonstrated that 
strain EP155 transformed with the CHV-1 ORF A coding domain, that contained a 
mutation to the p29/p40 cleavage site residue resulted in an inactive p29.  EP155 
transformant strains expressing WT ORF A were shown to have decreased 
pigmentation and sporulation, however, an EP155 transformant expressing mutant 
ORF A, containing a mutation at the p69 cleavage residue resulted in a fungal 
phenotype similar to WT EP155 (Craven et al., 1993).    The authors concluded that 
the release of p29 from the p69 precursor was required for p29 activity.  However, it 
was never determined if mutation of the p29 catalytic residues, Cys162 and His215, 
would result in an inactive p29 and prevent processing of ORF A in vivo.  In an effort 




















Figure 2.7 – Protease p29 is not responsible for p48 cleavage.  (A) Phenotype of a 
"dcl2 fungal isolate transfected with RNA transcripts derived from a "p29/ 
p48(341S:388S:418R) mutant virus cDNA plasmid.  The infected fungal phenotype is 
similar to one exhibited by CHV-1/EP713 infection (Figure 2.2).  (B) Western blot 
analysis of proteins extracted from a "dcl2 fungal isolate infected with CHV-1/EP713 
(lane 1) and the "p29/p48(341S:388S:418R) mutant virus (lane 2).  Protein p48 was 






much in the way p48/ORF B cleavage occurs, CHV-1/p29(C162S) and CHV-
1/p29(C162S:H215S) mutant viruses were generated. 
  Transfection of strains EP155 and !dcl2 with either mutant virus resulted in 
an infectious phenotype (Figure 2.8).  These results indicate that the p29 catalytic 
residues are not essential for virus replication.  To assess whether either of the p29 
protease mutant virus RNA levels accumulate to the same levels as CHV-1/EP713, 
RNA levels were quantified by real-time RT-PCR.  Viral RNA levels for both p29 
catalytic mutant viruses, CHV-1/p29 (C162S) and CHV-1/p29(C162S:H215S), were 
determined to be reduced by 43% and 47% respectively when compared to wild-type 
CHV-1 respectively (Figure 2.9). 
 We next examined whether p69 processing was occurring despite mutation to 
the catalytic residues, as was observed in the p48 protease mutant viruses.  As 
determined by Western blot, p69 processing does not occur, and there appears to be a 
significant decrease in p69 accumulation during CHV-1/p29(162S) or CHV-1/ 
p29(162S:215S) infection, when compared to p29 levels in CHV-1/EP713 infected 
!dcl2.  Moreover, no mature p29 was detected (Figure 2.10). 
 
Efforts to identify the p48/ORF B cleavage site: 
 
 As previously demonstrated, mutation of the p48 protease catalytic residues 
and Gly418 of the predicted cleavage dipeptide did not disrupt p48/ORF B processing 
in infected cells.  One possibility is that p48 is released through an alternative 
cleavage event that is occurring at a nearby residue.  In an effort to (1) confirm the 
previous in vitro results mapping the p48 cleavage dipeptide to Gly418 and Ala419 















Figure 2.8 – Colony morphology of C. parasitica infected with CHV-1/EP713 p29 
mutants.  Synthetic RNA transcripts derived from cDNA plasmids containing 
mutations to p29 catalytic residues Cys162 and His215 were transfected into EP155 
and !dcl2 spheroplasts.  Mutation of the p29 catalytic residues does not significantly 
alter EP155 or !dcl2 colony morphology or pigmentation when compared CHV-










Figure 2.9 – Real time RT-PCR of viral RNA.  Accumulation of p29 mutant viral 
RNA in fungal strain EP155 was measured as described in the Materials and 
Methods.  Viral RNA levels are reported as percentages of the value for CHV-
1/EP713 infected colonies, with standard deviations indicated by the error bars based 















Figure 2.10 – Western blot analysis of ORF A processing.  Protein extracted from 
!dcl2 infected isolates were analyzed by Western blot using a polyclonal antibody to 
detect p29 ($p15).  CHV-1/EP713 (lane 1) infected isolates displayed a large 
accumulation of viral protease p29, and a very small amount of ORF A polyprotein, 
p69.  Mutation of either a single p29 catalytic residue Cys162 (lane 2) or both catlytic 
residues, Cys162 and His215 (lane 3) result in an apparent absence of p69 processing 
and mature p29 was not detectable.  Additionally, mutation of the catalytic residues 
results in a large decrease in total viral protein levels.  To avoid overloading p29 
isolated from CHV-1/EP713 infected isolates, total protein levels were diluted 50x 
compared to protein extracted from isolates infected with the p29 protease mutant 





CHV-1/EP713 constructs containing either a strep-tag II or a 6xHis epitope tag within 
the p48 coding region were constructed in CHV-1/EP713 and CHV-1/p48 
(341S:388S:418R) cDNA plasmids (Figure 2.11A). Synthetic viral RNAs 
corresponding to the cDNAs containing the strep-tag II and 6xHis were transfected 
into !dcl2 spheroplasts.  The !dcl2 strain was used in these experiments because as 
previously discussed, the loss of host RNA silencing leads to a reduction in viral 
RNA recombination and allows for stable expression of foreign DNA elements within 
the CHV-1 genome (Zhang and Nuss, 2008) and an increase in protein accumulation.  
The strep-tag II and the 6xHis tag were placed in the p48 coding region after amino 
acid Thr14, with and without a Gly/Ser/Gly linker region before and after the epitope 
tags.  To determine the stability of the tags within the CHV-1 genome, an infected 
!dcl2 isolate was transferred 4 times, with proteins being extracted after each 
transfer.  A Western blot was performed on the extracted proteins using anti-p48 and 
anti-strep antibodies.  Western blot results show that the strep-tag II was stable for at 
least 4 transfers after transfection (Figure 2.11B). 
 Once the tag was determined to be stable, the p48(strep) and p48(6xHis) 
tagged proteins were purified through either a streptactin resin column or cOmplete 
His-tag resin column, respectively.  To confirm the presence of the purified p48 in the 
protein elution buffer, a Western blot was performed using antibodies directed against 
p48 as well as against the epitope tag.  These results confirmed that the epitope 
tagged p48 protein could be purified (Data not shown). After confirmation of the 
presence of the epitope tagged protein in the eluted fraction, the proteins were 






















Figure 2.11 –Epitope tagging and purification of CHV-1/EP713 viral proteins.  (A) A 
strep-tag II or 6xHis tag were placed within the p48 coding region after amino acid 
Thr14, with and without a GlySerGly linker region before and after the tag.  
Additionally, a 6xHis molecular tag was placed after amino acid Lys447 of ORF B, 







genome.  A transfected !dcl2 isolate containing the replicating CHV-1/p48(strep) 
virus was transferred 4 times and total protein extracts from each transfer were 
examined by Western blot to determine the stability of a strep-tag II placed within the 
p48 coding region.  Two gels were run simultaneously containing 1 fg of total 
protein extract per lane.  Antibody \B1 was used to detect p48 in top gel and an 
\strep antibody (Qiagen) was used to detect the strep epitope tag in the bottom band.  
Lane 1 – wild-type p48; Lane 2 – p48(strep) transfer 1; Lane 3 – p48(strep) transfer2; 
Lane 4 – p48(strep) transfer 3; Lane 5 – p48(strep) transfer 4.    (C) Western blot 
analysis of a novel ORF B protein containing a 6xHis tag 28 amino acids downstream 
of the Gly418/Ala419 cleavage dipeptide.  The protein was purified using a cOmplete 
His tag resin column (Roche) and eluted using 50 mM Imidazole.  An anti-6xHis 
antibody was used to detect a protein band of approximately 60 kDa and 100 kDa. 





















Figure 2.12 – 2D gel of purified p48(strep).  Protein extracts containing the p48(strep) 
protein was purified through a streptactin column.  Purified protein was separated 
through a 2D gel (10% polyacrylamide), silver stained and spots were picked and 










fragmentation results were inconclusive due to the inability to detect C-terminus 
region were constructed in CHV-1/EP713 and CHV-1/p48(341S:388S:418R) cDNA 
plasmids (Figure 2.11A). Synthetic viral RNAs corresponding to the cDNAs 
containing the strep-tag II and 6xHis were transfected into !dcl2 spheroplasts.  The 
!dcl2 strain was used in these residues.  These results were consistent with the 
MS/MS results obtained by Wang and colleagues (2013, who also could not detect 
the C-terminus residues of p48. 
 
Identification of Novel ORF B Protein: 
 
 In response to the inability to detect the C-terminus of p48 through MS/MS, a 
6xHis tag was placed 28 amino acids downstream of the predicted Gly418 and 
Ala419 cleavage dipeptide in WT CHV-1/EP713 and in the CHV-
1/p48(341S:388S:418R) mutant virus, in an attempt to isolate the downstream viral 
protein for N-terminal sequencing.  Synthetic RNAs corresponding to cDNAs of the 
WT and p48 triple mutant 6xHis tagged viruses was introduced into "dcl2 
spheroplasts; both the WT and p48 triple mutant virus were replication competent. 
 To confirm the presence of the 6xHis tag within both viruses, a Western blot 
was performed on protein extracted from the infected fungal isolates (Figure 2.10C).  
In both protein extracts a protein band of approximately 60 kDa was detected, as well 
as a protein band at approximately 110 kDa.  In an effort to molecularly characterize 
these novel CHV-1 proteins, the 6xHis tagged proteins were purified using cOmplete 
His tag resin and isolated through a 2D gel (Figure 2.13).  Identified spots include 




















Figure 2.13 – Analysis of novel ORF B protein.  2D gel analysis of purified (1) ORF 
B-6xHis and (2) p48(341S:388S:418R)/ORF B-6xHis. Purified protein was separated 
through a 2D gel (10% polyacrylamide), silver stained and spots were picked and 
subjected to MS/MS and LC/MS.  No spots were identified as corresponding to the 





(GAPDH), elongation factor 1-alpha (eEF1a), and pyruvate kinase, as well as 
additional hypothetical proteins that have been isolated in Neurospora crassa.
 Due to the lack of detection of viral proteins corresponding to the anticipated 
region, a monocystronic CHV-1 virus was generated in an attempt to increase protein 
accumulation.  ORF A of CHV-1/EP713 has previously been shown to be dispensable 
for virus replication (Suzuki and Nuss, 2002), as along as the first 24 amino acids are 
present.  Using this approach, CHV-1/EP713 WT and p48 triple mutant viruses 
containing a deletion of ORF A were generated !p69/ORFB-His and 
!p69/p48(341S:388S:418R)-ORFB-His) and synthetic RNAs were transfected into 
!dcl2 spheroplasts.  Extracted protein was examined by Western blot to confirm the 
presence of the 6xHis tag; a band of  ~60 kDa was visible.   The ORF-B-6xHis 
protein was purified using His tag resin and purified through a 2D gel and silver 
stained, however, no new spots or spots with increased intensity were identified. 
 In addition to performing MS/MS and LC/MS, purified protein run through a 
2D gel was transferred to a PVDF membrane for N-terminal sequencing.  However, 
due to low levels of protein recovery, there was no detectable protein after staining 
the membrane with Coomassie Blue (0.1% Coomassie Blue, 40% Methanol, 1% 
Acetic acid). 
 
2.5 DISCUSSION:  
 
 In an effort to determine if the p48 protease activity is required for in trans 
complementation of the CHV-1/!p48 mutant virus, in trans rescue was attempted 




showed that mutation to either catalytic residue, Cys341 or His388, of the hypovirus-
encoded p48 protein eliminated the ability to rescue the CHV-1/!p48 mutant virus.  I 
also demonstrate that when the catalytic residues are mutated in cis, neither residue is 
required for viral replication.  Additionally, the p48/ORF B cleavage site could be 
mutated individually and in combination with either or both of the p48 catalytic 
residues without preventing processing.  Mutation of these residues does result in a 
decrease in the efficiency of viral replication, and both viral RNA and protein 
accumulation in strain EP155 are significantly decreased.  These results were 
surprising and unexpected since it was previously demonstrated in vitro that mutation 
of any of the three sites would prevent the cleavage event from occurring.  
 The observation that the p48 catalytic residues are required for in trans 
complementation, whereas the same residues are not required for in cis replication, 
raises some interesting points.  Either the p48 protein, when supplied in trans, is 
responsible for the cleavage or recruitment of a specific host protein or the mutation 
of the catalytic residues disrupts the ability of p48 to localize to the site of viral 
replication.  In the former scenario, the mutation of the catalytic residues would not 
disrupt p48 protein structure, however, would prevent cleavage of a host protein and 
possibly affect subsequent dissociation between p48 and the substrate protein.  If p48 
cannot cleave and dissociate from the target host protein, then p48 would not be able 
to initiate viral replication.  In the latter scenario, disruption of the p48 catalytic 
residues may result in either a faster turnover of mutant p48 compared to WT or p48 
may lose the ability to localize to the site of viral replication through either host 




specific site.  It would be of interest to place an eGFP or similar fluorescent maker at 
the N-terminus of WT and mutant p48, expressed in trans, and determine if there are 
any differences in the localization pattern of the two proteins. 
 The difference in protein accumulation compared to RNA accumulation 
during infection of the p48 and p29 mutant viruses was quite startling.  While RNA 
levels were reduced approximately 70-80% for the p48 catalytic mutants, protein 
accumulation was reduced to undetectable levels in strain EP155.  In addition, protein 
accumulation for both mutant p48 and p29 was reduced in the !dcl2 strain, despite 
dsRNA levels being comparable to CHV-1/EP713 levels.  One possible explanation is 
that the mutant virus proteins are not as stable as WT proteins and leading to them 
being targeted for degradation by the host cell.  It is also possible that either 
translation of the viral RNA or maturation of the viral polyprotein is the rate limiting 
step during replication of the p48 and p29 catalytic mutant viruses.  The mutant 
viruses may not be able to recruit host factors that are required for translation of viral 
RNA in an efficient manner, leading to a greater decrease in viral protein 
accumulation. 
 One intriguing aspect of this study is that and p48/ORF B processing still 
occurs in the absence of p29, the only other identified viral protease.  These results 
would appear to rule out the possibility that p29 has a role in ORF B processing.  One 
possible explanation is that since hypoviruses do not encode structural proteins and 
their lifecycle is completely intracellular, these viruses may have initially relied upon 
a host protease for processing of the CHV-1 ORF B polyprotein and the p48 protease 




may have subsequently arose as the result of a duplication and subsequent divergence 
from protease p48.  This is supported by the observation that p48 cleavage appears to 
be essential for virus replication, while p69 cleavage is not.  While no known host 
proteases have previously been identified as having a role in viral polyprotein 
processing, several enveloped viruses use the host protease furin for viral maturation 
(Lgving et al., 2012; Volchkov et al., 1998; Zimmer et al., 2001; Zybert et al., 2008), 
indicating that viruses have the ability to use a host protease for their own advantage. 
 It has been previously demonstrated that the Murine Hepatitis Virus (MHV) 
papain-like proteinase 1 (PLP1) is dispensable for virus replication (Denison et al., 
2004) and PLP1 directed cleavage of nonstructural protein 1, nonstructural protein 2, 
and nonstructural protein 3 is not required for virus replication (Graham and Denison, 
2006).  Mutation of the catalytic cysteine residue of PLP1 and at the respective PLP1 
cleavage sites prevents processing of the viral polyprotein, however, as is observed 
with the CHV-1 protease mutant viruses, the mutant MHV is still capable of 
replication, but at much lower levels when compared to WT MHV.  Recently, 
deletion analysis of the two leader papain-like proteases of the Grapevine leafroll-
associated virus-2 (GLRaV-2), L1 and L2, indicated that neither protease is required 
for viral replication.  Examination of the GLRaV-2 catalytic residues indicates that 
L1, but not L2, autocatalytic cleavage is not required for virus replication (Liu et al., 
2009).  In contrast to these results, the papain-like protease HC-Pro catalytic residues, 
of Tobacco Etch virus (TEV), are required for viral replication in plant protoplasts 
(Kasschau and Carrington 1995). Taken together, these results indicate different 




While it is apparent that not all viruses require a functionally active protease for 
replication, it is not clear why viruses have evolved different requirements for 
polyprotein processing.  One possible explanation is that some viral proteases evolved 
as a way for viruses to maximize replication efficiency.  This can be further explored 
by examining the activity of papain-like proteases of other plant and animal ssRNA 
viruses.  
While attempts to identify the p48/ORF B cleavage site in vivo were not 
successful, it was possible to show that specific viral proteins can be isolated through 
the use of epitope tags and the infected !dcl2 fungal strain. These results have the 
ability to allow for future advances in identifying both mature and immature CHV 
proteins, as well as advancing the current understanding of CHV polyprotein 
processing. 
 Despite being able to purify the tagged p48 protein, I was unable to confirm 
the in vitro results (Shapira et al., 1992) that previously mapped the cleavage 
dipeptide to amino acids Gly418 and Ala419.  Purified epitope tagged p48 isolated 
from the !dcl2 strain, infected with either WT CHV-1/EP713 or CHV-
1/p48(C341S:H388S:G418R) was analyzed by MS/MS and LC/MS fragmentation, 
however the C-terminus of p48 could not be detected which was consistent with the 
results obtained by Wang and colleagues (2013). Wang and colleagues performed 
MS/MS on p48 extracted from CHV-1 infected EP155 as well as from in vitro 
expressed p48 and obtained similar results.  These results led them to conclude that 
because regions of the C-terminus of p48 are predicted to be hydrophobic, they may 




 Moreover, identification of the p48/ORF B cleavage site was attempted by 
isolating the protein that is directly downstream of p48.  Although the novel 60 kDa 
ORF B protein accumulated to levels that were detectable by Western blot, large 
enough amount of protein could not be purified to allow for subsequent N-terminal 
sequencing or mass spectrometry.  While the purified protein spotting pattern on the 
silver stained 2D gel from the CHV-1/ORFB-6xHis and the p48(341S:388S:418R) 
/ORFB-6xHis viruses are similar, the protein accumulation for the mutant CHV-1 
was reduced compared to WT, consistent with the results observed when the tag was 
placed in WT and mutant p48. MS/MS fragmentation identified several spots around 
60 kDa in size, however all proteins were host proteins.  One potential explanation is 
that the viral protein does not accumulate or is quickly turned over during viral 
replication so that the protein is not detectable by silver stain.   
The identification of eEF1a in possible association with the novel 60 kDa 
CHV-1 protein is quite interesting.  eEF1a has been identified as having several 
functions in addition to binding and delivering aminoacylated tRNAs to the ribosome 
during translation, including being involved in: protein degradation (Gonen et al., 
1994; Hotokezaka et al., 2002), anti-apoptotic response pathways (Ruest et al., 2002; 
Chang and Wang, 2007), and cytoskeletal regulation (Kim and Coulombe, 2010).  
Several groups of viruses including members of the families Tombusviridae, 
Flaviviridae, Potyviridae, Rhabdoviridae, and Picornaviridae have been shown to 
interact with eEF1a in a variety of ways (Reviewed in Li et al., 2013).  The possible 
interaction of the novel CHV-1 protein identified in this study with eEF1a could 




of interest to further explore the functions and localization of this novel protein 
during CHV-1 infection. 
Future studies will be directed at identifying differences in the p48/ORF B 
cleavage dipepetide of WT CHV-1 and the p48 catalytic mutant viruses.  
Identification of the p48/ORF B cleavage dipeptide in the catalytic mutant viruses 
will aid identification of the host protease involved in the alternative cleavage event 
responsible for liberating p48.  Further characterization of the p48 catalytic mutant 












 The papain like protease p48, derived from the N-terminus of the CHV-
1/EP713 ORF B was previously shown to be essential for viral replication and can be 
detected in association with host membranes.  In an effort to identify the p48 
functional domain(s) that are essential for virus replication and in trans 
complementation, a series of progressive deletions were generated to the N- and C-
termini of the p48 coding domain.  The results indicate that p48 contains two separate 
functional domains, where only one domain is sufficient for CHV-1 replication.  One 
domain has been mapped to the last 87 aa of p48, 331-418, the predicted papain-like 
protease domain.  The second functional domain was determined to be in the region 
between aa 169-302.  However, expression of mutant p48, containing only one of the 
predicted functional domains, was unable to complement the !p48 mutant virus when 
provided in trans, indicating that both functional domains may be required for rescue 
of the mutant virus.  In addition, the ability of the p48!1 virus to become viable when 
a threoinine was substituted for serine at position 14 suggests that there may be a 
requirement for threonine at aa position 14 of ORF B.  The ability of the CHV-
1/EP713 virus to maintain replication competency with only one of the identified 









 Members of the RNA virus family Hypoviridae infect the plant pathogenic 
fungus Cryphonectria parasitica, the causative agent of chestnut blight disease.  
Hypovirus infection of C. parasitica is persistent and results in a stable set of 
phenotypic modifications, such as a reduction of fungal virulence and sexual and 
asexual sporulation, but does not cause any observable cytopathic effects or cell death 
(Nuss, 1992; Nuss 2005; Dawe and Nuss, 2013).  The ability of hypoviruses to reduce 
fungal virulence coupled with the development of a reverse genetics system for 
several different hypovirus isolates allows for the potential to engineer hypoviruses 
for enhanced biological control of C. parasitica.   
 Cryphonectria parasitica hypovirus-1/EP713 (CHV-1/EP713), the prototypic 
hypovirus, has a single strand positive sense 12.7-kb RNA genome that encodes two 
contiguous open reading frames (ORFs) designated ORF A and ORF B, which 
contain N-terminal leader proteases p29 and p48, respectively (Choi et al., 1991 and 
Shapira et al., 1991A, and Shapira and Nuss, 1991).  CHV-1 infection results in the 
rearrangement of intracellular membranes, which have been shown to support viral 
replication and are in close association with viral dsRNA (Fahima et al., 1993; Suzuki 
and Nuss 2002).  Moreover, both p29 and p48 have been isolated from vesicles that 
support CHV-1/EP713 replication (Jacob-Wilk et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2013). 
 CHV-1 protease p48 is believed to be a multifunctional protein, responsible 
for the cotranslational autocatalytic cleavage of ORF B at Gly418 and Ala419 
(Shapira and Nuss, 1991) and has been shown to contribute to suppression of host 




demonstrated that p48 has a central role in initiation of hypovirus replication.  
Deletion of p48 from the CHV-1/EP713 infectious cDNA clones, "p48, resulted in 
mutant viruses that were unable to establish infection in C. parasitica when 
introduced as DNA form by transformation or as synthetic coding strand transcripts 
by electroporation.  The "p48 mutant virus could be rescued when p48 was supplied 
in trans, however viral RNA accumulation was reduced by 60% when compared to 
WT CHV-1/EP713.  Once replicating, the "p48 mutant virus retained replication 
competence in the apparent absence of p48 following transmission to an 
untransformed C. parasitica isolate and successive subculturing. 
 The functional domains of the CHV-1/EP713 p29 and p40 proteins have been 
previously identified through a loss of function/gain of function analysis (Suzuki et 
al., 1999 and Suzuki and Nuss, 2002).  In an effort to gain additional insights into the 
role of p48 during virus replication, a similar approach was used to map the 
functional domains of p48.  I now report that large regions of the p48 coding domain 
corresponding to both the N- and C-termini are not required for hypovirus replication.  
In addition, two potential functional domains were identified; the first located 




Fungal Strains and Growth Conditions:  
 
 C. parasitica strains EP155 (ATCC 38755) and !dcl2 (Segers et al., 2007) 
were used in this study.  All fungal strains were maintained on potato dextrose agar 
(PDA; Difco, Detroit, Mich.) at 22 to 24
o





Cloning and Mutagenesis: (i) Generation of N-terminal and C-terminal 
Deletions   
 The construction of specific deletions to the p48 protein within the context of 
the CHV-1/EP713 infectious cDNA clone, plasmid pRFL4 (Zhang et al., 2013), was 
facilitated by the use of overlapping Polymerase Chain Reaction  (PCR).  Using 
primer sets 1KF/p48!1-R and p48!1-F/5KR (Appendix 2), PCR was performed to 
generate two fragments, containing overlapping ends.  The two fragments were 
stitched together by a second round of PCR using primers 1KF and 5KR to create the 
final deletion fragment. The resulting fragment was ligated into a PCR-blunt vector 
(Zero-Blunt PCR Cloning Kit; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Cali.) and individual isolates 
were sequenced to confirm that the correct mutation was generated.  The resulting 
plasmid, p48!1-blunt and plasmid pRFL4, containing a WT cDNA clone of CHV-
1/EP713 virus, were digested with restriction enzymes MreI (Fermentes, Glen Burnie, 
MD.) and NheI (New England Biolabs (NEB), Ipswich, Mass.) and the resulting 
p48!1-blunt fragment was used to replace the corresponding fragment in WT pRFL4.  
Individual isolates were sequenced to confirm that the desired deletion was still 
present and no additional point mutations were accidently generated.  The resulting 
viral cDNA isolate was termed pRFL4(p48!1).  The previous cloning steps were 
followed to generate additional pRFL4 cDNA clones containing deletions to either 









(ii) Generation of p48 Ser-14-Thr Point Mutations  
 
 Individual point mutations were introduced 3/( _'&>:( #1 p48 of the cDNA 
clones pRFL4(p48!1), pRFL4(p48!S[B( 314( .N"^:Z.:;!+[*( ( Mn adapted Quick 
Change II XL Site Directed mutagenesis (Stratagene, La Jolla, Cali.) protocol, with 
Phusion High-Fidelity polymerase (NEB) being used in place of PfuUltra High-
Fidelity polymerase, was used to introduce the S14T mutation into each cDNA clone.  
Briefly, primer sets p48!1(T), p48!2(T) and p48!5(T) were used to perform PCR on 
plasmids pRFL4(p48!1), pRFL4(p48!2), and pRFL4(p48!5).  The PCR product was 
digested with DpnI, ligated and transformed into Top10 cells (Invitrogen).  The 
resulting plasmids pRFL4(p48!1T), pRFL4(p48!2T), and pRFL4(p48!5T) were 
sequenced to confirm that the desired mutation was present.  
!#$$$%!Generation of Gain of Function Mutants   
 
 To construct pRFL4 cDNA clones containing deletions to both the N-terminus 
and C-terminus of p48, primer set p48!4 or p48!6 was used with plasmids 
pRFL4(!12), pRFL4(!13), pRFL4(!14), pRFL4(!15) and primer set p48!15 was 
used with plasmids pRFL4(.:;!>X), pRFL4(.:;!SX), pRFL4(.:;!)), and 
pRFL4(.:;!:).  Using the procedures previously described, overlapping PCR was 
used to generate plasmids pRFL4(p48!1T/!15), pRFL4(p48!2T/!15), 
pRFL4(p48!3/!15), pRFL4(p48!4/!15), pRFL4 (p48!6/!15), pRFL4(p48!4/!12), 











 Point mutations were introduced at amino acid position Glu302Ala, 
Glu303Ala, Glu337Ala, and Glu338Ala of protease p48 using the adapted Quick 
Change II XL protocol previously described.  Briefly, using primers 
p48EE302/303AA-F and p48EE302/303AA-R (Appendix 2) PCR was performed on 
plasmids pRFL4 and pRFL4(p48!3/!15), digested with DpnI (NEB), ligated and 
transformed into Top10 cells.  The resulting plasmids were sequenced to confirm the 
presence of the mutations, and then subjected to a second round of mutagenesis using 
primer set p48EE337/338AA-F and p48EE337/338AA-R.  The resulting plasmids 
were sequenced to confirm the presence alanine at positions 302, 303, 337, and 338. 
 
Transfection of "dcl2 Spheroplasts:   
 
 Mutant virus pRFL4 plasmids, all of which have the T7 RNA polymerase 
promoter upstream of the CHV-1/EP713 5’-noncoding sequence, were utilized as a 
template for in vitro RNA synthesis with the T7 RNA polymerase after linearization 
with restriction enzyme SpeI (NEB).  Reaction conditions followed manufacturer’s 
recommendations (Ambion, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, Calif.).  The synthetic plus-
sense transcripts were extracted with phenol, precipitated with ethanol, transfected by 
electroporation (Chen, Choi, and Nuss, 1994) into C. parasitica !dcl2 spheroplasts, 
using a Gene Pulser II system electroporator (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, Calif.).  
Surviving spheroplasts were cultured on high osmotic solid regeneration media for 10 
days to allow cell wall formation and movement of replicating viral RNA through the 




measurements and to potato dextrose broth (PDB; Difco) for nucleic acid and protein 
isolation. 
 
Total RNA Extraction:   
 
 C. parasitica strains were grown in 200 ml of PDB for 7 days and harvested 
by filtration through Miracloth (Calbiochem, La Jolla, Calif.), and homogenized with 
a mortar and pestle in the presence of liquid nitrogen.   
 Nucleic acids were isolated by two rounds of phenol-chloroform extraction in 
4 ml of 100 mM Tris-HCL (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, 4 mM EDTA, 4% sodium 
dodecyl sulfate and then precipitated by the addition of 2 volumes of ethanol.  The 
extracted nucleic acid samples were treated with RQ1 DNase I (Promega, Madison, 
Wis.) to elimate fungal chromosomal DNA, followed by 2 rounds of phenol-
chloroform extractions and precipitation with ethanol.  Total RNA concentration was 




N-terminus Deletion Mutants: 
 
 The objective of these studies was to identify the functional domain(s) of the 
CHV-1 p48 protein.  It has been previously shown that the p48 protein can act in 
trans to rescue a CHV-1 !.:;(<%/31/(A#&%-B(-%$$'-/#1$(/83/(.:;(#-(#1A09A'4(#1(3(
6&#/#639( -/3$'( 02( A#&39( &'.9#63/#01( Z,'1$( 314( L%--B( SQQ;[.  Furthermore, once 
rescued the !p48 mutant virus can continue to replicate in the absence of p48.  To 




identify the functional domain(s) of p48 that contribute to viral replication, we made a 
series of deletions starting at aa Arg13.  The first 13 codons were not involved in the 
deletion analysis due to the potential requirement for secondary RNA structure 
involvement in the ORF A/ORF B stop/go translation mechanism.  The initial p48 
deletion was generated from Arg13 to Ser73, and additional deletions were generated 
approximately every 50 aa.  In WT CHV-1/EP713, the codon corresponding to aa 14 
encodes threonine, so all CHV-1 p48 deletion mutants were designed to maintain the 
presence of a threonine at this position; when that was not possible, a serine was 
exchanged for threonine at aa 14 (Figure 3.1).  A total of nine CHV-1 p48 deletion 
mutant viruses were constructed (CHV-1/p48!1 thru CHV-1/p48!9). To 
determine the ability of each p48 deletion mutant virus to establish an infection, 
synthetic transcripts were electroporated into virus-free C. parasitica strain !dcl2 
spheroplasts (Segers et al. 2007).   Transfection results indicate that the CHV-
1/p48!2, CHV-1/p48!3, CHV-1/p48!4, and CHV-1/p48!6 deletion mutant viruses 
were able to replicate (Figure 3.2A).  However, it was apparent that the p48 mutant 
viruses that contained a serine at position 14 either did not replicate, CHV-1/p48!1 
and CHV-1/p48!5, or viral dsRNA did not accumulate to levels consistent with p48 
mutant viruses with threonine in position 14, CHV-1/p48!2 versus CHV-1/p48!3, 
CHV-1/p48!4, and CHV-1/p48!6 (Figure 3.2B).  This was of particular interest 
because these results were independent of and did not correlate with the size of the 
deletion within p48. 
 The presence of a serine at aa position 14 appeared to correspond with a 
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Figure 3.1 – Diagram showing the organization of p48 mutant viruses. (A) The 




mutant viruses are shown below the wild-type virus.  All mutant viruses were 
generated through overlapping PCR, digested with MreI and NheI restriction enzymes 
and the resulting fragment was used to replace the corresponding region within the 
CHV-1/EP713 infectious cDNA clone, pRFL4.   A series of nine mutant viruses, 
containing deletions extending from Arg13 through Thr394 were generated.  These 
mutant viruses were transfected into !dcl2 spheroplasts to map the functional region 
of p48.  (B) Mutant viruses p48!1(T), p48!2(T), and p48!5(T) included the same 
deletion fragment as the p48!1, p48!2, p48!5 viruses, however, the serine at aa 14 
was replaced with threonine, which is present in WT CHV-1/EP713.  The + indicates 
that the virus was replication competent and the % indicates that the virus was not able 






















Figure 3.2 – Transfection of !dcl2 with p48 deletion mutant viruses. (A) Phenotype 
of !dcl2 C. parasitica colonies infected with p48 deletion mutant viruses.  
Spheroplasts of C. parasitica strain !dcl2 were transfected with synthetic transcripts 
derived from WT virus (CHV-1/EP713) and each of the mutant virus cDNA 
plasmids.  Note that the virus-infected colonies had a slower growth rate and irregular 
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margins when compared to uninfected colonies.  Fungal colonies were photographed 
after culturing on PDA plates for 7 days. 
(B) Agarose gel electrophoretic analysis of total RNA isolated from C. parasitica 
colonies, transfected with p48 deletion mutant viruses.  Equal amounts of total RNA 
extracted from !dcl2 isolates were loaded into each lane (3fg); uninfected (lane 1), 
CHV-1/EP713 (lane 2), p48!1 (lane 3), p48!2 (lane 4), p48!3 (lane 5), p48!4 (lane 





the other p48 deletion mutant viruses.   In the three mutant viruses that contained 
serine at aa position 14, p48!1, p48!2, and p48!5, a threonine was substituted for 
serine in an effort to restore viral replication.  Transfection results indicate that the 
CHV-1/p48!1(T) virus was replication competent, and the CHV-
1/p48!2(T)replicated to levels comparable to the other deletion viruses (CHV-
1/p48!)B( CHV-1/p48!:B( 314( CHV-1/p48!W[*( ( F07'A'&B( &'.9#63/#01( 73-( 10/(
&'-/0&'4(20&(/8'(EFGH>I.:;!+ZX[(<%/31/(A#&%-* 
 In order to determine if threonine at aa position 14 is important for 
phosphorylation of the p48 protein, an aspartic acid or glutamic acid was substituted 
for threonine at position 14 within the p48"1 mutant virus.  The substitution of 
aspartic acid or glutamic acid supply a negative charge, simulating a phosphorylated 
residue.  Introduction of synthetic RNAs corresponding to cDNAs encoding the 
p48"1(14D) and p48"1(14E) mutant viruses into "dcl2 spheroplasts failed to initiate 
viral replication (Data not shown), indicating that the importance of threonine at aa 
position 14, may not be related to phosphorylation of p48 at this position. 
( X8'(.:;(4'9'/#01(3139O-#-(&'-%9/-(#14#63/'(/83/(/8'(&'$#01(C'/7''1(33(>)H
))Q( 631( C'( 4'9'/'4( 7#/80%/( 3C09#-8#1$( A#&39( &'.9#63/#01*( ( J220&/-( /0( $'1'&3/'(
2%&/8'&( 4'9'/#01-( .3-/( 33( ))>B( #1/0( /8'( .&0/'3-'( &'$#01( 02( /8'( .&0/'#1( 7'&'(
3//'<./'4*( ( X8&''( 344#/#0139( 4'9'/#01( A#&%-'-(7'&'( 601-/&%6/'4B(CHV-1/p48!?(
Z4'9'/#01(02(33(>:H)+Q[B(CHV-1/p48!;(Z4'9'/#01(02(33(>:H)?)[B(314(CHV-1/p48!T(
Z4'9'/#01( 02( 33( >:H)T)[( 314( /&31-2'6/'4( #1/0( JK>++( 314( !()*S( -.8'&0.93-/-(








#14#63/'-( /83/( /8'( &'$#01( 601/3#1#1$( /8'( .:;( .&0/'3-'( 40<3#1( #-( 1'6'--3&O( 20&(
A#&39(&'.9#63/#01B(4'-.#/'(/83/(236/(/83/(/8'(.&0/'3-'(63/39O/#6(&'-#4%'-(/8'<-'9A'-(
3&'( 10/( '--'1/#39( 20&( &'.9#63/#01( ZE83./'&( S[*( ( c1( 31( '220&/( /0( 4'/'&<#1'( /8'(
9063/#01(02( /8'( 2%16/#0139(40<3#1(3/( /8'(EH/'&<#1%-(02(.:;B(3(-'&#'-(02(4'9'/#01(
<%/31/-(7'&'($'1'&3/'4(-/3&/#1$(7#/8(/8'(&'$#01(60&&'-.014#1$(/0(33()TTH:>:B(
314( .&0$&'--#A'9O( <0A#1$( /073&4-( /8'( LH/'&<#1%-( Z"#$%&'( )*)M[*( ( c1( /0/39( >>(
4'9'/#01(<%/31/-(7'&'($'1'&3/'4(60A'&#1$(/8'(&'$#01(2&0<(33(M_K+S(/0(M_K:>:*( 
 C. parasitica !dcl2 spheroplasts were transfected with synthetic RNA 
transcripts corresponding to the 11 C-terminal CHV-1 deletion mutant viruses.  
Transfection of CHV-1 p48 deletion viruses p48!11 thru p48!16 resulted in a 
phenotypic change indicating viral replication and was accompanied by the presence 
of viral RNA (Figure 3.3B).  N'A'&-'(/&31-6&#./#01HKEN(ZNXHKEN[(314(1%69'0/#4'(
-'5%'16#1$( 6012#&<'4( /8'( 4'9'/#01( 02( /8'( -.'6#2#'4( &'$#01-*( ( X8'-'( &'-%9/-(
#14#63/'( /83/( &'-#4%'-( )QWH:>:( 3&'( 39-0( 4#-.'1-3C9'( 20&( EFGH>IJK?>)(
&'.9#63/#01*( (X8'-'( &'-%9/-( 3..'3&( /0(C'( #1( 601/&34#6/#01( /0( /8'(.:;(LH/'&<#139(
4'9'/#01( <%/31/-B( 78#68( -%$$'-/'4( /83/( 33( ))QH:>;( 3&'( '--'1/#39( EFGH>(
&'.9#63/#01*((X3Y'1(/0$'/8'&B(/8'(LH(314(EH/'&<#139(4'9'/#01(&'-%9/-(#14#63/'(/83/(















Figure 3.3 – Replication competency of p48 C-terminus deletion mutants. (A) 
Diagram showing the organization of p48 C-terminus deletion mutant viruses.  The 
last 5 aa of the C-terminus of p48 were left intact so as not to disrupt any potential 
p48/ORF B cleavage events from occurring.  (B) Colony morphology of !dcl2 C. 
parasitica colonies infected with C-terminus p48 mutant viruses.  Fungal colonies 
were photographed after culturing on PDA plates for 7 days.  The p48!17 fungal 
isolate is representative of the p48!18, p48!19, p48!20, and p48!21 fungal isolates, 
indicating that these viruses did not replicate.  These results provide evidence that aa 
303-414 of p48 are not essential for virus replication.  The + indicates that the virus 







 The ability of the CHV-1 mutant viruses to replicate with deletions to either 
the N-terminus or the C-terminus of p48, suggests the possibility that p48 contains 
two independent but redundant functional domains.  To further investigate this 
possibility, 3(EFGH>(<%/31/( A#&%-(73-( 601-/&%6/'4( 601/3#1#1$(4'9'/#01-( /0(C0/8(
/8'( LH( 314( EH/'&<#1#( 02( .:;( ZEFGH>IJK?>)( Z.:;!W!>+[( Z"#$%&'( )*:M[*((
X&31-2'6/#01(02(/8'(60&&'-.014#1$(NLM(/&31-6&#./-(#1/0(!()*S(-.8'&0.93-/-(23#9'4(
/0(#1#/#3/'(A#&%-(&'.9#63/#01(314(10(.8'10/O.#6(6831$'-(7'&'(0C-'&A3C9'B(314(10(
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Figure 3.4 – CHV-1 p48 gain of function mutants.  (A) CHV-1 p48 N-terminus gain 
of function mutants. The N-terminus of the non-viable CHV-1/p48!6-!15 mutant 
virus was progressively repaired.  Spheroplasts of C. parasitica strain !dcl2 were 
transfected with synthetic RNA transcripts derived from the p48 mutant cDNA 
plasmids.  (B) CHV-1 p48 C-terminus gain of function mutants.  The C-terminus of 
the non-viable CHV-1/p48!6-!15 was progressively repaired.  Spheroplasts of C. 
parasitica strain !dcl2 were transfected with synthetic RNA transcripts derived from 
the p48 mutant cDNA plasmids.  (C) Phenotype of !dcl2 C. parasitica colonies 
infected with CHV-1 p48 N-terminus and C-terminus gain of function mutant viruses.  
Isolates transfected with p48!3-!15 and p48!2(T)-!15 mutant viruses produced a  
phenotype similar to that of CHV-1/EP713.  Fungal colonies were photographed after 
culturing on PDA plates for 7 days.  For figures A and B, the + indicates that the 
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Z.:;!W!>:[(7'&'(/&31-2'6/'4(#1/0(!()*S(-.8'&0.93-/-*((All 3 of the mutant viruses 
failed to replicate, indicating that in the absence of the N-terminal region (aa 14-330), 
the whole C-terminal region (331-418) is essential for viral replication (Figure 3.4C). 
 
Mutagenesis of Short-Repeated Amino Acid Domains 
 
 In an effort to further map potential functional domains essential for virus 
replication, we identified two regions within p48 that have a similar repeated 
sequence, from aa 299 to 305 and from 334 to 340 (VPMEEAK and VPVEEGR 
respectively) (Figure 3.5A).  To further investigate these regions glutamic acid at 
positions 302, 303 and 337, 338 were mutated to alanine within context of the WT 
CHV-1/EP713 virus and the CHV-1/p48!)!>+( <%/31/( A#&%-( Z"#$%&'( )*+V[*((
_O1/8'/#6( NLM( /&31-6&#./-( 4'&#A'4( 2&0<( EFGH>IJK?>)( ZJJ)QSI))?MM[( 314(
EFGH>I.:;!)!>+ZJJ)QSI))?[( 6,LM( .93-<#4-( 7'&'( #1/&04%6'4( #1/0( !()*S(
-.8'&0.93-/-(/8&0%$8('9'6/&0.0&3/#01*(((
( N'60A'&'4( #-093/'-( 4#-.93O'4( 3( .8'10/O.'( -#<#93&( /0( EFGH>IJK?>)B(
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Rescue of the CHV-1/"p48 Mutant Virus 
 It has been previously reported that when supplied in trans, p48 has the ability 
to rescue a p48 deficient virus, CHV-1/!p48 (Deng and Nuss, 2008).  In an effort to 
better understand the role of p48 in CHV-1 replication, and to determine if either 
functional domain was involved in the rescue of the CHV-1/!p48 virus, it was of 
interest to attempt to compliment the replication deficient !p48 mutant virus in trans 
with p48!WB(.:;!>+B(314(.:;!)!>+*( (K%/3/#A'(<%/31/(.:;( /&31-20&<31/-(7'&'(
-6&''1'4(CO(NXHKEN(#1(.936'(02(D'-/'&1(C90/(3139O-#-(4%'(/0(3(936Y(02('.#/0.'-(01(
/8'(<%/31/( .:;( 314( 31( 'P.&'--#01( 9'A'9( /83/( #-( 'P.'6/'4( /0( C'( 3..&0P#<3/'9O(
:QQH2094( 9'--( /831( 0C-'&A'4( #1( EFGH>( #12'6/#01( Z,'1$( 314( L%--B( SQQ;[*((
c1/&04%6/#01( 02( NLM( /&31-6&#./-( 02( /8'( !.:;( <%/31/( A#&%-( #1/0( /8'( .:;(
/&31-20&<31/-(23#9'4(/0('-/3C9#-8(31(#12'6/#01*((@O6'9#3(20&<'4(CO(/8'(/&31-2'6/'4(
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4-NLM(73-(4'/'6/'4*(X8'-'(&'-%9/-( -%$$'-/( /83/(019O(01'(02( /8'( /70( 2%16/#0139(

















Figure 3.6 – In trans complementation of the !p48 mutant virus with mutant p48.  
Fungal strain EP155 was transformed with wild-type p48, as well as with p48 
containing deletions to aa 14-330 (p48!6-T), aa 331-413 (p48!15) and aa 14-168 and 
357-413 (p48!3!15).  Spheroplasts were transfected with RNA transcripts 
corresponding to the !p48 mutant virus.  C. parasitica transformant strains 
expressing mutant p48 were unable to rescue the !p48 mutant virus and displayed 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Perspectives 
 
 Positive sense single strand RNA viruses are the largest group of RNA viruses 
and have been isolated from animal, plant, and fungal hosts.  Although these viruses 
share a common genome polarity, they employ cobinations of several different 
replication and protein expression strategies, ranging from the ability to catalytically 
process an immature viral polyprotein into mature viral proteins (picornaviruses, 
potyviruses), production of sub-genomic RNAs (bromoviruses, tumbusviruses), and 
frameshift events (hypoviruses, coronaviruses).  Despite advances in elucidating the 
numerous mechanisms employed by positive sense RNA viruses to amplify their 
genome, several aspects of viral replication remain unclear.  The initial goal of this 
project was to investigate the underlying ‘hit and run’ mechanism displayed by the 
CHV-1 p48 protein and gain additional insight into how p48 contributes to viral 
replication. 
 CHV-1 infection and subsequent viral replication is similar to other positive 
sense RNA viruses, and results in rearrangement of host intracellular membranes into 
vesicles that support viral RNA replication; however, the mechanism driving 
membrane rearrangement or the proteins involved are not clearly understood.  
Unfortunately, with the exception of the identification of the p48 papain-like 
protease, the processing pathway and the mature viral protein products derived from 
the CHV-1 ORF B polyprotein have not been identified.  While p48 is known to be 
essential for the initiation of virus replication, not much else is known about how p48 
contributes to viral RNA accumulation or CHV-1 infection.  Analysis of fungal 




(Wang et al., 2013) and p48 expressed in trans has been demonstrated to be able to 
rescue mutant CHV-1 virus in which the p48 coding domain has been deleted (Deng 
and Nuss, 2008).  Taken together, these results indicate that p48 serves an important 
role during viral replication.  The previously presented studies in Chapters 2 and 3 
aimed at further characterizing p48 protein with regard to the function of this protein 
during viral replication.  To accomplish this task a series of protease mutant viruses 
were generated as well as deletions to the p48 coding domain to identify essential 
functional domains.  The results presented in Chapters 2 and 3 provide insights into 
p48 and p29 contributions to viral RNA accumulation, evidence of an alternative 
processing pathway for the ORF B polyprotein and mapped two potential functional 
domains. 
 The goal of my first project was initially directed at examining if the p48 
catalytic residues, Cys341 and His388, are required for p48 to act in trans to rescue 
the !p48 mutant virus.  Mutation of these residues individually and in combination to 
serine, resulted in the inability of p48 to complement the !p48 mutant virus.  
However, when these same mutations were introduced into the coding region of p48 
within the CHV-1 virus, the mutant viruses maintained replication viability, and 
surprisingly, processing still occurred.  The processing of p48/ORF B in the mutant 
viruses is in contrast to observed results for CHV-1 viruses containing mutations to 
the catalytic residues of protease p29.  Mutation of p29 catalytic residue Cys162 
individually or in combination with His215 to serine resulted in a loss of ORF A 




catalytic and cleavage site residues indicates that a host protease may be responsible 
for the observed maturation of p48. 
 While no host proteases have been previously identified as having a role in 
CHV-1 polyprotein processing, it is not uncommon for enveloped viruses to use a 
host protease in virion maturation.  Specifically, the protease furin has been identified 
as having role in the maturation process of both positive and negative single-strand 
RNA viruses as well as retroviruses (Lgving et al., 2012; Volchkov et al., 1998; 
Zimmer et al., 2001; Zybert et al., 2008).  In this regard, one possible scenario is that 
hypoviruses, due to their intracellular lifecycle, may have initially relied upon the 
ability of a host protease for polyprotein processing.  Since the catalytic residues of 
the N-terminal leader proteases are not required for infection, these proteases appear 
to only be necessary for the virus to maintain maximum levels of replication; 
indicating that protease activity may have evolved to increase replication efficiency.  
It is possible that hypoviruses still contain the host protease cleavage sites within the 
viral genome, allowing for p48/ORF B processing in absence of the p48 catalytic 
residues.  One possible way of approaching this question is to generate a C. parasitica 
transformant expressing the first 650 amino acids of ORF B of either WT or mutant 
p48 with different epitope tags placed at the N- and C-terminals in trans.  The 
expressed proteins can then be isolated and examined for processing in the absence of 
CHV-1 replication.  The ability of the p48 mutant polyprotein to exhibit processing 
and produce different size protein fragments compared to WT p48 would provide 




processing would indicate that an unidentified viral protein is responsible for the 
observed p48 processing during mutant CHV-1 replication.  
 Recent computational analysis of the p48 predicted secondary structure 
indicates that the C-terminus of p48 shares a conserved structure with the papain-like 
protease domain of HC-Pro from turnip mosaic virus (Guo et al., 2011) (Phyre2, 
Kelley and Sternberg, 2009, http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.cgi?id 
=index).  While this was expected, it also raises the possibility that p48 may possess a 
catalytic triad and not a dyad as previously believed.  Recently, the HC-pro proteinase 
of ZYMV, in contrast HC-Pro of TEV, was shown to contain a catalytic triad, where 
an aspargine serves as a third catalytic residue in addition to cysteine and histidine 
(Boonrod et al., 2011).  Analysis of the p48 coding domain shows that there are three 
conserved aspargine residues located between Cys341 and His388, at amino acid 
positions 347, 348, and 371.  While it is doubtful that p48 contains a catalytic triad, 
based on evidence that p29 contains a catalytic dyad and Cys341 and His388 appear 
to be conserved in CHV-2 isolates while the aspargine residues are not, this can be 
confirmed by mutating the individual aspargine residues to isoluecine in context of 
the previously established CHV-1/p48(341S:388S:418R) mutant and examining p48 
processing. 
 The results presented in Chapter 2 and obtained by Graham and Denison 
(2006) indicate that while the catalytic residues of the papain-like proteases of CHV-1 
and MHV are essential for optimal viral replication, and in the case of MHV, optimal 
virus infectivity and plaque size, they are not required for viral replication.  These 




the efficiency of viral replication and are not always essential for virus replication.  In 
addition, the results presented in Chapter 2 illustrate the potential dangers in basing 
conclusions solely on in vitro analyses and underline the importance of combining 
both in vitro and in vivo approaches to study viral functions. 
 In an effort to gain further insight into the how p48 contributes to viral 
replication, a loss of function/gain of function analysis was performed to identify 
functional domains within p48.  It was quite surprising that large regions of the N- 
and C-terminus of the p48 coding domain could be deleted from the CHV-1/EP713 
virus.  While two predicted functional domains have been identified, several 
questions remain, particularly, how these functional domains contribute to virus 
replication, protein localization, and the ability of p48 to complement the "p48 
mutant virus in trans.  The ability to determine the crystal structure of p48 would 
greatly aid in characterizing the predicted functional domains, D1 and D2, and help in 
understanding what appears to be a built-in redundancy that allows the virus to 
replicate with either of the two domains present. 
 To provide additional insight into the functional characteristics of p48, 
computational analysis was performed to examine D1 and D2.  The D1 region 
appears to contain a helix-turn-helix and the predicted secondary structure shares 
regions of homology to the known secondary structure of the Tombusvirus coat 
protein, dehydrogenase, and oxidoreductase (Phyre2) as well as dsDNA and dsRNA 
binding domains of bacterial, bacteriophage, and viral proteins (HHpred; 
http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred).  In addition, the aa regions directly upstream 




Ward et al., 2004, http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/index. php?id=806), indicating that these 
regions could be linker regions between the p48 functional domains.  Analysis of the 
p48 protein sequence for the presence of potential transmembrane domains indicated 
that no significant domains are present (TMHMM, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ 
TMHMM-2.0/; TMpred, Hofmann and Stoffel, 1993, http://www.ch.embnet.org/ 
software/TMPREDform.html).  However, the poliovirus 2C protein, a multifunctional 
protein involved in viral replication, lacks defined membrane binding domains and 
has been shown to interact with host membranes during virus replication (Echeverri 
and Dasgupta, 1995), indicating that the ability of p48 to interact with host 
membranes or membrane-associated proteins should be further investigated. 
 Since p48 is essential for virus replication, it would be of interest to determine 
if p48, and specifically D1, contains a dsRNA binding domain. Interactions between 
viral proteins and dsRNA have been well established for positive and negative ssRNA 
viruses of plants and animals.  Viral suppressors of RNA silencing and inhibitors of 
the innate immune response have been demonstrated to interact with either dsRNA or 
vsRNA (Chu et al., 2000; Vargason et al., 2003; Chapman et al., 2004; Merai et al., 
2005; Yang et al., 2011; Bale et al., 2013; Ramos et al., 2013); in addition, poliovirus 
protein 2C was shown to interact with the RNA structures at the 3’ end of the 
negative strand of viral RNA (Banerjee et al., 1997).  In order to determine if p48 
does bind dsRNA, an electrophoretic mobility gel shift assay using 
32
P-labelled 
positive sense and negative sense RNAs that correspond the 5’ and 3’ ends of the 
CHV-1 genome can be performed.  In addition, the ability of p48 to bind vsRNAs as 




results of these experiments will provide additional insight into how p48 functions 
during CHV-1 replication. 
 As was previously discussed in Chapter 3, phage C1 encodes a lysine, PlyC, 
in which the subunit, PlyCA, contains two functional domains, a CHAP domain and a 
GyH domain, that appear to work either synergistically or cooperatively to increase 
processivity.  Furthermore, disruption of either the CHAP domain or the GyH domain 
does not affect processivity of the undisrupted domain.  It is not known if the p48 
potential domains function in a similar manner, i.e. where D1 and D2 work in a 
synergistic manner.  However, as mentioned above the internal region of p48 
consisting of the D1 domain has the potential to form folds related to dehydrogenase 
and oxidoreductase enzymes.  Determining the crystal structure of p48 would help 
determine the exact role of both D1 and D2 during viral replication and direct further 
mutagenesis studies. 
 The apparent requirement for at least one of the p48 functional domains leads 
to questions about differences in function and localization between specific mutant 
p48 proteins.  The ability to detect the p48 protein through either cryo-EM and/or 
confocal microscopy presents some challanges due to the structure and composition 
of the C. parastica hyphae, however, the results would provide insight into the 
specific functions of the domains.  One approach would be to place specific epitope 
tags within the coding domain of the p48 deletion mutant viruses, p48"6, p48"16, 
and p48"3"14, and introduce the corresponding synthetic RNA transcripts into "dcl2 
spheroplasts.  Monoclonal antibodies directed against the specific epitope tags 




there is any difference in localization between the p48"6, p48"16, and p48"3"14 
mutant proteins during CHV-1 infection.  In addition, since hypoviruses do not 
encode structural proteins or form virions, there are no restrictions on the ability to 
place large fluorescent proteins, such as eGFP, within regions of the CHV-1/EP713 
coding strand (Zhang and Nuss, 2008).  With recent advances in confocal microscopy 
strategies, co-localization studies can be used to confirm the cryo-EM results.  
Moreover, once the localization of WT and mutant p48 is determined, either 
bimolecular fluorescence complementation or yeast-2-hbrid assays can be employed 
to examine specific interactions with proteins that localize to the same region as p48. 
 While two functional domains within the p48 coding region have been 
identified, it is still unclear how p48 functions in trans to complement the "p48 
mutant virus.  It would be of interest to generate an EP155 transformant expressing 
mutant p48 containing a deletion of aa Thr14-Thr167, but still encoding D1 and D2.  
Since all previous attempts to replicate in trans complementation with mutant p48 
containing alterations or deletions in one of the functional domains has been 
unsuccessful, this experiment would indicate whether the two functional domains are 
essential for complementation of the "p48 mutant virus.  
 In conclusion, the studies presented in this dissertation provide new insights 
into the requirement and functional importance of the CHV-1 p48 catalytic residues 
and identification of two potential functional domains.  While the requirements for in 
trans rescue of the !p48 mutant virus has not been fully elucidated, the requirement 
of the p48 catalytic residues for complementation has been established.  Examination 




contributes to viral RNA accumulation.  Mutation of the p29 catalytic residues 
resulted in the loss of ORF A processing, however, mutation of the p48 catalytic and 
cleavage site residues revealed an alternate processing pathway for p48/ORF B 
maturation. Furthermore, it appears as though both identified functional domains, D1 
and D2, may be required for in trans complementation of the !p48 mutant virus, 
however, only one domain is required when p48 is supplied in cis.  The knowledge 
gained from these studies aid in our understanding of positive sense RNA virus 
replication mechanisms and direct future research efforts into (i) examining the 
possibility of alternative processing pathways in plant and animal viruses; (ii) 
determining how viral protein functional domains can provide redundant functions 
during replication.      
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 – Primers used to generate p48 and p29 mutant and epitope tagged viruses in Chapter 2 
 
Name Sequence                                                                                                           
Nucleotide 
Region 
1KF ATCTCTCGGCCATTGTAG 979-996 
5KR CGGGATCAAGAGCGTGGA 4979-4996 
   
p29 protease primers   
p29-162S-F GGGCAGGGCTACTCGTATCTCTCGGCC 963-990 
p29-162S-R GGCCGAGAGATACGAGTAGCCCTGCCC 963-990 
   
p29-215S-F GACCATGTTTATTCCGTGGTCGTCGAC 1122-1149 
p29-215S-R GTCGACGACCACGGAATAAACATGGTC 1122-1149 
   
p48 protease primers  
p48-341S-F CGAAGAGGGTCGAAGCTTCGAGCTCTTGTTC 3128-3158 
p48-341S-R GAACAAGAGCTCGAAGCTTCGACCCTCTTCG 3128-3158 
   
p48-388S-F GTGACCAATGCGTGAGCATTGTCGCTGGTGAAACC 3268-3302 
p48-388S-R GGTTTCACCAGCGACAATGCTCACGCATTGGTCAC 3268-3302 
   
p48 cleavage site primers  
p48-418R-F GCCTGACATCCTCGTTAGGGCTGAAGAAGGTTCAGTCGC 3595-3634 
p48-418R-R GCGACTGAACCTTCTTCAGCCCTAACGAGGATGTCAGGC 3595-3634 
   
!p29 primers   
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AscI-p29-F atcgatggcgcgccGCCTATGGGTGGTCTACATAGG 1-22 
 AscI site in undercase, CHV-1/EP713 sequence in uppercase  
1.8KF CGACGCAAAGATTCAGTGCATAGGG 1812-1836 
1.8KR CCCTATGCACTGAATCTTTGCGTCG 1812-1836 
   
p48-6xHis tag Primers   
p48-His-F CATCATCACCATCACCACGGTAGCGGTCAGGTCATGGACGGGCCAACATGG 2402-2425 
p48-His-R GTGGTGATGGTGATGATGACCGCTACCTGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG 2378-2401 
 6xHis tag in black, GSG linker in blue, p48 in red  
   
p48-Strep-F TGGTCCCATCCTCAGTTTGAGAAGCAGGTCATGGACGGGCCAACATGG 2402-2425 
p48-Strep-R CTTCTCAAACTGAGGATGGGACCATGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG 2378-2401 
 strep tag in black, p48 in red  
   
ORF B-6xHis tag   
Nhe-His-F GCTCAAGCTAGCGCATCATCACCATCACCACAAGGGTCTAGCTGAACCTGGCC 3468-3489 
 NheI site in red, His with GSG linker in green, ORF B in black  
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Appendix 2 – Primers used to generate p48 deletion mutant viruses in Chapter 3 
N-terminal Deletions   
    
Name Sequence Nucleotide Regions 
Deletion 
Region (aa) 
p48!1-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAAGTTTTGGCCAGGGCGGCAAC (2139-2159)-(2337-2357) 14-72 
p48!1-R GTTGCCGCCCTGGCCAAAACTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(2337-2357) 14-72 
p48!2-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGATCCTATGTTGACGGGAGACCG (2139-2159)-(2493-2513) 14-124 
p48!2-R CGGTCTCCCGTCAACATAGGATCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(2493-2513) 14-124 
p48!3-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACTGCACAAGTTTCGGTGGCC (2139-2159)-(2625-2645) 14-168 
p48!3-R GGCCACCGAAACTTGTGCAGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(2625-2645) 14-168 
p48!4-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCTCTCTATTGTCCAACCGA (2139-2159)-(2802-2822) 14-227 
p48!4-R TCGGTTGGACAATAGAGAGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(2802-2822) 14-227 
p48!5-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGATCGATAGGATTAAGTCACGAG (2139-2159)-(2940-2960) 14-273 
p48!5-R CTCGTGACTTAATCCTATCGATCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(2940-2960) 14-273 
p48!6-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCCTTCGGGTGCCGGTCGAA (2139-2159)-(3111-3121) 14-330 
p48!6-R TTCGACCGGCACCCGAAGGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(3111-3121) 14-330 
p48!7-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCCCTGCAATTTTCGAC (2139-2159)-(3171-3191) 14-351 
p48!7-R GTCGAAAATTGCAGGGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(3171-3191) 14-351 
p48!8-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACGATGGACTCGCTCGAAATC (2139-2159)-(3240-3260) 14-374 
p48!8-R GATTTCGAGCGAGTCCATCGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(3240-3260) 14-374 
p48!9-F CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCTTCCGGAACTACGATGAA (2139-2159)-(3300-3320) 14-394 
p48!9-R TTCATCGTAGTTCCGGAAGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG (2139-2159)-(3300-3320) 14-394 
    
    
Point Mutations Serine to Threonine   
    
p48!1-F (T) CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCTTTGGCCAGGGCGGCAAC 2139-2180  
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p48!1-R (T) GTTGCCGCCCTGGCCAAAGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG 2139-2180  
p48!2-F (T) CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACCTATGTTGACGGGAGACCG 2139-2180  
p48!2-R (T) CGGTCTCCCGTCAACATAGGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG 2139-2180  
p48!5-F (T) CGACCTATTGAAGTGTGGCGAACGATAGGATTAAGTCACGAG 2139-2180  
p48!5-R (T) CTCGTGACTTAATCCTATCGTTCGCCACACTTCAATAGGTCG 2139-2180  
 
 
C-terminal Deletions   
    
Name Sequence Nucleotide Regions 
Deletion 
Region (aa) 
p48!11-F GCTGGTGAAACCTTCCGGAACTACGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3291-3314)-(3360-3383) 399-413 
p48!11-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCGTAGTTCCGGAAGGTTTCACCAGC (3291-3314)-(3360-3383) 399-413 
p48!12-F GACTCGCTCGAAATCAGTCACAGTGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3246-3269)-(3360-3383) 384-413 
p48!12-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCACTGTGACTGATTTCGAGCGAGTC (3246-3269)-(3360-3383) 384-413 
p48!13-F TTCGACAAGAAGCCATTGCTTAAAGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3183-3206)-(3360-3383) 363-413 
p48!13-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCTTTAAGCAATGGCTTCTTGTCGAA (3183-3206)-(3360-3383) 363-413 
p48!14-F CAAGTAACCCCTGCAATTTTCGACGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3165-3188)-(3360-3383) 356-413 
p48!14-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCGTCGAAAATTGCAGGGGTTACTTG (3165-3188)-(3360-3383) 356-413 
p48!15-F AACCATGAGGAGGAGGTTGAGATTGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3084-3107)-(3360-3383) 330-413 
p48!15-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCAATCTCAACCTCCTCCTCATGGTT (3084-3107)-(3360-3383) 330-413 
p48!16-F AAGCCCCATCTCGTCCCCATGGAAGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (3003-3026)-(3360-3383) 306-413 
p48!16-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCTTCCATGGGGACGAGATGGGGCTT (3003-3026)-(3360-3383) 306-413 
p48!17-F GCCCAGAAATCTCGCAAGTGGCAGGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (2901-2924)-(3360-3383) 269-413 
p48!17-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCCTGCCACTTGCGAGATTTCTGGGC (2901-2924)-(3360-3383) 269-413 
p48!18-F TTGTCATGGACCAGATACGATGGCGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (2763-2786)-(3360-3383) 223-413 
p48!18-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCGCCATCGTATCTGGTCCATGACAA (2763-2786)-(3360-3383) 223-413 
p48!19-F AAATGGGATGTCGGCGTGTTCCGTGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (2550-2573)-(3360-3383) 152-413 
p48!19-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCACGGAACACGCCGACATCCCATTT (2550-2573)-(3360-3383) 152-413 
p48!20-F ACACCTTTTGGATATCCTGCCGAGGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (2397-2420)-(3360-3383) 101-413 
p48!20-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCCTCGGCAGGATATCCAAAAGGTGT (2397-2420)-(3360-3383) 101-413 
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p48!21-F ATGACGCTCGATATCATCCAGCCTGACATCCTCGTTGGAGCTGAAGAA (2250-2273)-(3360-3383) 52-413 
p48!21-R TTCTTCAGCTCCAACGAGGATGTCAGGCTGGATGATATCGAGCGTCAT (2250-2273)-(3360-3383) 52-413 
    
Point Mutations 302, 303 & 337, 338 Glutamic acid to Alanine   
    
Name Sequence Nucleotide Regions  
p48EE302/303AA-F CTCGTCCCCATGGCAGCGGCGAAAGAGGCA 3012-3041  
p48EE302/303AA-R TGCCTCTTTCGCCGCTGCCATGGGGACGAG 3012-3041  
p48EE337/338AA-F CGGGTGCCGGTCGCAGCGGGTCGATGTTTC 3117-3146  
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